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State budget
ra11y set for

October 9, 1992

Budget tops agenda
at Senate meetin'g

BOOKWORM

next week
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Students will take a stand
"He
(Prather)
was
By KRISTIE HELMS
Wednesday when they
cautiously optimistic about RELATED STORY
Editor in Chief
2
march to the capitol building
state revenues," Kurth said. • Senate meeting
Budget matters and the "But Prather did indicate
in Frankfort to protest any
football program were once that' protecting KERA vacated are not enough for a
further budget cuts to higher
again on the minds of many (Kentucky Education Reform another cut, "we're going to
education.
Murray State University Act) funding was primary, have to go for people and
Todd Logsdon, president of
faculty members during a should more cuts be programs," Kurth s.a id.
the Student Government
meeting
of the Faculty Senate necessary."
Association, said the support
The president also updated
(
Tuesday.
of Murray State University's
The KERA legislation the senate on his efforts to
President Ronald J. Kurth affects the funding and reduce athletic spending by
student body is necessary for
addressed
the senate on a structure of only the state's working out a plan with other
the rally.
number
of
fiscal issues, elementary, middle and high Ohio Valley Conference
"What we need are bodies
including
the
state schools.
schools.
in Frankfort," he said. "I
government's attitude toward
"The governor is aware
"My strategy is to get for
just want to emphasize that
higher education, noting that that last year's cuts hurt this university the freedom to
we need people to go."
colleges and universities universities, but he also said decide what we want to do
.The theme of the rally is
have already been hit twice KERA remains the top (with athletics) and for the
Cutting Higher Education is
with revenue cuts.
Cutting the Future.
administrative priority," college community to make
"We must take the Kurth said.
Logsdon said students must
the decision,'' Kurth said.
possibility of a third
sign a list by
noon on
The
University ''We want to make that
additional
cut
very administration has already decision with a very good eye
Monday if they plan to ride
seriously," he said.
the bu13 to the capital. The list
begun planning for any toward campus life and
Kurth, who has met with future state budget cuts, Kurth student life."
can be found in the SGA
state officials concerning the said.
office on the first floor of the
Kurth's next meeting with
funding of higher education,
"I believe we've taken the OVC presidents will be in
Curris Center.
Photo by RON RUGGLES
updated the senate on his every step possible," he said. January. At that time, the
"Since we're the farthest
lobbying
efforts
with "We have not hired anybody commissioner will report on
school from Frankfort, this
Amber Perry, a graduate student 'In occupational and safeKentucky
Finance
and who was not absolutely whether or not the conference
says a lot for us to travel all
ty health, from Clnnclnatl Ohio, reviews her notes for upAdministration
Secretary
Joe essential." However, if the
that way for this rally,"
coming mid-term examinations. Students can recouperate
Prather
and
Gov.
Brereton
Please see BUDGET
assets that have been frozen
Logsdon said.
from exams during Fall Break which begins next Friday.
Jones.
Page 15
and the lines that have been
According to a memo sent
by James Booth, provost,
professors are asked to
excuse students who participate in the rally.
The buses will leave for
Frankfort at 7 a.m. from the
front parking lot of the
with Racer food services in this experimental 'certain specifics," he said.
Cm::rls Center. Students will _____..,By ~EJ:I.B BANKS
_ .,
Students will be able to use their Racer card
project.
arnve at Kentucky State · Staff Writer
seven
days a week between the hours of 4 p.m. until
"Plans for the operation have been going strong
University at about 2 p.m.
.
.
Groups from all universities
Students will soon be able to buy B.r.g ~acs, fillet for several weeks now," Benriter said. "It is all midnight during the week and 4 p.m. • 1 a.m. on
the weekend.
will march from there to the of fish, Quarter Pountkrs, french Jrus•. Jcy Co/us1 just a matter of getting the program underway."
Students must have a minimum amount of $10 on
capitol building.
thu:k shalus, wndaes and apple pz.es W1th a Racer
The opening day on a tentative schedule was set
their
declining balance.
for Thursday, but becau11e of operational problems
The table will remain set card.
,
.
.
up in the Currie Center next
Yes, McDonald s will now be servmg the Murray in computers and phone lines the opening day has The program is only for walk-in traffic. Orders
must be given mside McDonald's and not by the
week 80 students may call State University campus along with its one billion been moved to the first part of next week.
drive-thru
window.
Benriter said he hopes to have the program
Governor Brereton Jones' oth~r custm;ners. .
.
.
.
Bill Bennter, director of food sel'VlC~s, said he 18 operating sometime on Monday or Tuesday.
office and leave a message
Please see MEALS
for him.
very pleased that McDonald's has dee1ded to work
"Students will be able to use McDonald's under
Page 15

}

McDonald's to accept meal cards next week

.

MSU's new student-run radio station hits air waves
By LIBBY FIGG

study complet~d on campus last
semester showed that students
If you turn on cable channel wanted a student-run radio
11 this semester, you will station.
"The response was overnotice something new, WSRR, a
whelmingly positive," Lochte
student-run radio station.
The station broadcasts over said. "Almost everything we do
the cable channel from 6:30-10 comes from student suggesp.m. Sunday through Wednes- tions. We try to let students be
day and 6:45 · 10 p.m . the driving force behind
operations."
Thursday.
Robert Lochte, assistant proStation manager Mark Griffessor of journalism and radio- fin, a senior broadcast news matelevision, is the station ad· jor from Russellville, said the
viser. He said WSRR began full station is run on a volunteer
operation this fall after a trial basis.
run in the spring.
'
"People come in and play
Casey Murphy, a national ex- music they like," he said.
change student from Northern "Whoever wants to be a dee-jay
Colorado University, provided can be."
the impetus for getting the staJenny Nott, a junior radio·tv
tion started last semester.
major from Paducah, plays
M\lrphy, who returned to his alternative rock for WSRR on
home school this fall, bad Monday nights.
Nott said she has not worked
started a student radio station
in Colorado, and thought it at a radio station before and is
enjoying this experience.
would work here too.
Lochte said many of the pro"It's a great way to gain exgrams within the department perience in my major," she
are started because of student said. 1 '1 love the people I'm
interest. He said a marketing working with; they're great."
Staff Writer

Nott said she plays cuts from
artists like XTC, The Police
and Bruce Cockburn.
Lochte said Murray State ha.s
had a student-run radio station
in the past. He said WKMS
originally was such a station
before it turned professional.
He said the Student Govern·
ment Association also formerly
operated a student radio station
from the Curris Center. The
station's signal was transmitted through electrical wires, so
it was received only in
buildings on campus. The station ended operations because
of a lack o€ funding.
Lochte said WSRR is not selling commercials now. He said
the station needs to establish a
program schedule and an audience before advertising is
included.
"That's something I'd like to
see us develop down the line, ••
Photo by RON RUGGLES
he said.
Those involved with the sta· Jeremy Bland, front, a senior radio-television major from Louisville and Mark Griffin, a
tion are planning for this year senior radio-television major from Russelvllle, help operate Murray State Universlty•s
and looking to the future.
new student radio.
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Federal Support for Colleges and
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A Supreme Court decision rendered this ·
summer may change the way higher education
institutions recruit minority students.
Although this ruling was aimed at Mississippi's higher education system, it may have
ramifications on other states. The Council on
Higher Education formulated a proposal for
each state university to raise minority numbers.
The Muffay State News takes a look at this
Issue this week.
,
Stories on Page 5

By state for the fiscal year 1990 (In thousands)
1. California $1,728,020
19. Tennessee$276,456
7. Illinois
$586,019
20. Indiana
$271,864
a. Ohio
$490,328
30. Kentucky $144,600
17. Missouri $288,256
51. Wyoming $19,944
Source: CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Graphic by KRISTIE HELMS

uMerry ·R eading"

Index

WKMS-FM will sponsor "Merry Reading," a program in which residents can
donate books.
The program will begin Monday with
the theme "READiscover Merry Read·
ing."
Collection points this year are the
Calloway County Public Library and
Waterfield Library. The deadline is Nov.
30.
The program coordinators at WKMS
hope distribution will occurthe first week
of December. The Murray Fire Department and Alpha Sigma Alpha social
sorority will help with distribution.

Around the OVC . ..... .. .. .. .13
Arts & Entertainment . . ... .. . . 11
Campus Life . .• ...............8
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Senate discusses
.future activities
: By AMY GREWE
; Assistant N ews Editor

• :After hearing a presentation
by President Ronald J . Kurth,
the Murray State University
Faculty Senate held its
monthly meeting Tuesday,
Oct. 6.
Ken Carstens, chairman for
academic policies, said there
are actions he would like to
see taken for the future.
• • "We are currently looking
. into tuition waivers for
faculty and staff,n he said.
Tuition
waivers
are
' currently available for
faculty, but he said he would
also like to see it include their
dependents as well.
Carstens said they also have
been discussing the policy of
. granting promotions at
, Murray State.
· "We have examined the
University policy granting
tenure and promotions for
individuals in non-tenured or
non-promotional spots;' he
said. "According to Dr. Booth
• this occurrence is rare, but
when it has taken place it has
happened only after the
respective departments have
also conferred."
· Carstens said he would also
like to see communication
among members improved.
"We are looking for better
commun i cation
betwe en
senate
members
and
members who are also
academic council members,"
he said.
Frank
Julian,
vice
chairman over the handbook
and personnel committee,

NEWSBRIEFS
Open houses on law programs
The Salmon P. Chase College of Law of Northern Kentucky
University is hosting a series of open houses for students in·
terested in applying to,full-time or part-time law school programs. They will be held from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Oct. 13
and from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Nov. 11. Advance registration is required. For registration information contact the Chase College of Law Admissions Office at 606-572-6476.

said the Faculty Handbook
has been completed and will
be presented for approval
soon.
"The handbook is done and
I should be getting a copy to
pu t in the library," he said.
"It will be taken to the Board
in November for approval and
will go into printing in the
s pring."
The senate also examined
the procedure of doing
administrative evaluations.
It was decided the written
evaluations will be sent
directly to the person being
evaluated once they were
completed.
The senate also approved
Lou Tillson,
ass istant
professor of speech and
theatre, as the new senator
from that department.

Conference for working women

Co~mitment

A Murray State Um, • versity student was
· .- assau lted Sunday in
t:= woods Hall.
r:". Det. Ronald Wiaehart of
::the Murray Police Depart, : :ment said the victim,
-:whose name has not been
:::released, knew the person

j :

..

who assaulted her.
The subject was arrested
on charges of assault. The
subject is out on bond, and
the assault is under
investigation.
The case is u~der
·
investigation m
conjunction with Murray
State public safety.

Bethany Hall
.
1992

9lomecoming Qjleen
We're proud of you,Ginna
Homecoming candidate

Love,
Yl{plia Omicron Pi

to quality workshop

The College of Business and Public Affairs and the College
of Industry and Technology, with the Office of Economic
Development and th e Four Rivers Manufactur ers Council,
will sponsor the Commitment to Quality Workshop on Oct.
16. The workshop is designed to explore issues in today's
business and industr ial sectors.
The workshop will begin at 1:30 p.m. in the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and Technology auditorium.
The 14th annual Distinguished Lecture in Business Administration banquet will follow the workshop at 6 p.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom.
Tickets for the workshop are $20. Reservations may be
made by phoning the dean's office at the College of Business
and Public Affairs at 502-762!.6970 no later than today.

Faculty to serve on the
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Council and the President's
Planning and Advisory
Committee were also chosen.
Buddy Krizan, chairman of
office systems and business
education, and Pam Rice,
associate professor of health,
physical education and
recreation, were elected to the
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Council.
Louis Beyer, professor of
physics and astronomy, and
Nancy Nygaard, ass ociate
professor of nursing, were
elected to the President's
Planning and Advi sory
Committee.
The senate's next meeting
will be Nov. 10.

1992
~

n

Dining offered in Science building
The Twin Tower Dining Room is now featuring "hearty
and healthy" in room 204 of Applied Science North. It will be
serving Oct. 21, 28; Nov. 4, 11, 18; and Dec. 2 and 9. The cost
is $4.25 for the complete meal. There is limited seating. Call
762·3384 for a reservation.

MSU residence hall
•

ongratu{at

Murray State University is hosting a videoconference for
working women Oct. 14, from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Barkley room.
The videoconference will link hundreds of groups across the
country via satellite and will feature a panel of distinguished
business leaders. They will discuss bow issues have an im·
pact on working women in Kentucky.
Registration will be Oct. 14 at 11:30 a.m. in the Barkley
room. The cost for MSU faculty and stafTis $15. For those not
employed by the University it is $25. MSU students will be
admitted free , but they must call and reserve in advance.

~udentassauttedin
, • , Staff Report

October 9, 1992

Beta Phi Pledge Class

Conference to be held

Michael Dock

The Obi~ Valley History Conference will be held at Murray
State University on Oct. 23. Attending will be over 100
historians from across the nation. Speeches will be given by
both students and historians.

Brian Harper

Brandon Hayes
DavidJackson

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Tournament. There will be an academic tournament held Saturday
from 10:15 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the third floor of the Curris Center. The
public is invited.
• Seminar. The American Humanics program will hold a seminar Oct.
14 at 4 p.m. in the Curris Center Ohio room.
...
• Concert. The Quad State String Festival Concert will be 7 p.m., Oct.
16 in Lovett Auditorium. Admission is free.

,..

II i'

JasonMih~

I•

Chad Parker·
Nick Wmsett

Tycurling

• Meeting. The Purchase Area Development District will meet Oct. 19
at 3 p.m. and Oct. 27 at 5 p.m. at the Purchase ADD offices on
Highway 45·north, Mayfield. The public is invited.

Todd Throgmorton

lr....................................
Benefit for MSU Dance Co.
I Hairstyling
at New Angles Salon
$10

lor one of our hest mixen

WASH AND CUT
$8 MANICURE
$12 WASH, CUT AND STYLE

S~_p

Appomtmeut tJme•

Mon. Oct 12-Frl. Oct 16 from 2 p .m .-5 p .m.

ncketa available from Dance Co. members or at New Angles •

.......................................
Call 759-4950

•

• .

Ward's Leather & Jewelry
Bcl-Atr'Shopptng Center (4 doors right of Treas Oo·lt Center)

llwe,

The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Kut'nKurl

753-1682

Factory Discount Sh~
753-9419
Located downtown on the square

Wome n

Speclala

-=:a

t.cU. 1/ 4 ct. ctlamoBd

dn&

t..U..IIotoft:7clll

~
$80.85

~'!

Cold. Diamonds,
Turquolse,Sterllng
Silver. Black Hllls
Cold, and much.
much more

t.

759-1616
Mon .-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. ; Closed Sun.

"ONLY"

"50¢"
Across From Wilson Hall On 15th St.
Good Thru October 3 I

~

Start your holiday tan
by using our new bulbs.
Buy 300 minutes for $15 and get
60 m inutes FREE!
Best deal in townl
Southside Shopping Center

Hats. Tack.
Western Wear.
Boots. Billfolds.
Dusters.
Handbags. Prints.
& Other gifts
~,\\1111~

By For
Of Our
Many Breakfast Items
"AND"
Bring This Ad
And Get An Order Of "Homemade"
Biscuits & Gravy For

SGARally in Frankfort SGA
Wed. Oct. 14
ainst Budg~t Cutsl

M en

Tretorn. canvas
Tretorn. leath er

$23.95 $27.95

K Swiss canvas
:K Swiss leather

$27.95 $29.95

$33.95
$41.95 $44.95

.

.

Stop by table in Curris Center
to sign petitions,
call Governor's message center,
or write letters of protest

..
~
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Murray State University celebrated 60 years of Homecoming
last weekend with a variety of activities. Activities began Oct. 1
with a dinner honoring three Hall of Fame inductees ~Pld ended
with a mulitude of receptions after the game Saturday.
Saturday's activities included the annual parade with more
than 140 units, Tent City at the stadium, the winning Racer
football game and many receptions before and after the game.
0

•

~

{

..•

.

Clocic'Wise from ) upper left: Ayla1Daniels enjoys an apple from Tent City at
Ste•rt Stadium. (Upper right) Racer One speeds around the track after
Murray State scores a touchdown at the Homecoming football game. (Right)
Bethany Hall, a senior pre-medicine major from Murray, was crowned
Homecoming queen at the game. (Bottom right) Jamon McElrath, a senior
French major from Paducah, grilled bratwurst at Tent City. (Bottom left) The
Alpha Gamma Rho/Alpha Gamma Delta ~Aipha Sigma Alpha float took first
place honors for the best Homecoming float In their division. (Left) The
Rodeo Team float took second place In the Independent division.

.

Photo by RON RUGGL.'ES
Photo bv MELISSA FARNUM
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VIEWPOINT
LE'ITERS

EDITORIAL

~reful

monitoring
avoids problems

Reader questions
story placement

In light of the recent Supreme Court ruling that
Mississippi's higher education system is illegally
segregated, Kentucky's institutions of higher
education should take all precautions necessary
to insure they do not have a problem with
segregation of students.
r.

Helping to make sure there are no such
problems, Murray State University, as well as
other Kentucky institutions, are under review for
desegregation practices and progresses.

.

Even though the problem does not exist in most
places with the intensity that it did in the 1960s,
this area must still be carefully monitored to
insure fairness to all who attend state-supported
colleges and universities.
Recruitment of minority students should be
given special emphasis so that minority figures
do not drop so low that federal funding is cut for
many university programs. These types of cuts
would not only hurt the minorities, but also the
majority.
•

·'

I

Murray State, especially, should look at
recruiting of minorities because of this year's
minority enrollment figures. The University's
black enrollment dropped from 4.45 percent
during the last school year to 4.24 this year. The
· problem lies in recruit~iit:~ not retention.
Retention of those black stUdents already here
was actually up, which ind.icates that recruiting
is the area that needs tO' be focused on.
Murray State, as well as all colleges and
universities, should adhere to all regulations
governing minority enrollment so that no
~tudents, black or white, will be hurt by lack of
funding. Murray State does not need any further
cuts while still trying to deal with state-mandated
budget cuts caused by a shortfall in state funds.
Careful monitoring of minority affairs at
Murray State and other Kentucky schools will
insure these institutions do not have to absorb
any additional cuts to programs or funding.
schools should take care when designing
orState
revising entrance policies so they are not

racially biased. Admission should not be based on
standardized test scores alone. These tests have
been shown to be biased against blacks because of
tulture differences. To use these tests as
entrance criteria is to segregate a school, causing
lninority figures to be dangerously low.
; The review of Kentucky's schools is positive
because if problems exist, they can be pointed out
.and corrected, hopefully before programs or
federal funding is cut.

.
•.
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Alumni· l•mpressect with hornecoml·ng'
To the Editor:
"Cheers to 60 Years!"
"Cheers" to Homecoming 1992
and all of the people who
worked so hard to make the
weekend such a huge success.
Homecoming weekend is a
premier event of the
University, and it is
important that we put our beat
effort into an event dedicated
to welcoming home our
alumni. I am extremely
pleased to report to you that the
alumni and other friends of
the University were very
impressed and excited with
the work that everyone did to
make the weekend so
enjoyable.
The events of the weekend
seemed to flow without a hitch.
This is to the credit of all the

people who worked' so
tirelessly on their various
projects. This effort does not
go unnoticed by our alumni. I
have never heard so many
compliments on Homecoming
- compliments on the parade,.
the ball game, Tent City and
all of the special events that
go into making the weekend
such a complete experience.
I think that if we take a
good hard look at the
activities of the weekend and
the people who participated in
them, we can see a real
message. We can see the
pride they have in their alma
mater and the remembrances
they have of all the positive
experiences at Murray State
University. This pride is
displayed publicly by the

groups that are honored at the
football game and also
privately by the special groups
that Dleet throughout the
weekend.
The message is a challenge
to those of us who are here
working on a daily basis to
maintain Murray State
University as a source of
pride and a place of positive
experiences for all who are
associated
with
the
Homecoming weekend. The
real "cheers" go to all of you
who are committed to meet
that challenge.
Bill Rayburn
Executive SecretaryTreasurer
MSU Alumni Association

UCB thanks homecoming participants
To the Editor:
The Student Government
Association would like to
thank the following people
for making the 1992
Homecoming parade and
pre-game festivities such an
extraordinary
success:
Judy's Florist, Showcase,
Dennison-Hunt, Briggs and
Stratton, Kenlake Food,
Bank of Murray, city of

Murray,
Murray
Cablevision, Amateur Radio
Club, Trucks-Trailers-Buses,
Inc., Pepsi-Cola (Steve
Barrow), individuals who
loaned cars and a special
thanks to those who
participated in the parade.
Of course we will probably
leave
out
someone
accidentally. and we are
sorry we cannot name every

individual who donated
items or time. Without the
help of all Murray State
University
staff
and
students,
this
year's
activities could not have
contributed to such a
momentous Homecoming.
Allison Carr
UCB Homecoming chairman

Mayes clarifies how much of student
fees are allocated to MSU Theatre
To the Editor:
I was both disappointed and
greatly distressed at the
opening
of
Cash's
commentary in your Sept. 25
issue. Her opening paragraph
reflected a reckless distortion
of facts. Cash strongly
implies that the $75 increase
in student activity fees was
the cost of students gaining
free admission to the
University Theatre. Please
allow me to point out that such
an
implication
is
disturbingly inaccurate.
Those of us associated with
the University Theatre have
for years attempted to gain
free admission for students.
This year, for the first time,

we were successful. In order
to support this effort, less than
$1.25 per student per semester
has been earmarked for the
Theatre- not $75.
Secondly. Cash seems to
question the value of the free
admission since "only a
small percentage of students
have the desire to go see a
play." She seems to miss the
obvious point. For less than
$2.50, students now have the
access to four major
productions,
numerous
student one-acts and a
children's production that
will play for more than 7,000
youngsters. If that is not a

"bang for your buck," then I
don't understand what
constitutes a bargain. We
have done everything possible
to make one of the m~or art
forDls at our University
available for all students for
less than the price of a Big
Mac and an order of fries. I
can't speak to the other $127.50
of the student fees, but the
$2.60 that supports the Theatre
and provides access to the
Murray
Civic
Music
productions has to be the
biggest bargain on campus.
Jerry W. Mayes
of
speech communication and
theatre
C~an. dep~ent

To the Editor:
During my time as a
student at Murray State
University, I have always
enjoyed The Murray State
News. Each Friday, I pick up
an issue of the paper and read
it through cover-to-cover. I
have always found it to be fair
and impartial towards almost
all issues. That is until the
last two editions.
Let me explain my dismay.
In the Sept. 25 issue of The
Murray State News, a huge
headline about Hillary
Clinton filled the front page.
That is fme. To many on this
campus, she is the epitome of
womanhood in the '90s and a
role model in spite of her
radical views on motherhood
and homemaking. She also
represents a new age in
politics. While I found that
several large pictures of Ms.
Clinton gracing the front page
of the paper was a bit much, I
also recognized that you were
communicating
your
excitement with regards to her
visit to Paducah.
The problem is in your
placement of the story on
George Bush's visit to Austin
Peay. When I picked up the
paper and found that the
president of the United States
had to take a back seat to
stories about a proposed protest
march, the future of football at
MSU and a lemonade stand, I
was very disturbed. First,
anytime a president comes to
this area of the country it is,
or at least it should be, pretty
big news, regardless of
political affiliation. I mean,
he ia the president of the
United States and the most
important man in our
country. I think his visit ia a
little more important than a '
:
protest march or football.
Second, the respective '
placement of the two stories
mentioned above clearly •
indicates
political .
partisanship. It appears that
you find a visit by the first
lady of Arkansas, who
happens to be married to the
Democratic candidate for
president, is bigger and better
news than a visit from the
president of the United States.
Don't get me wrong, I think
that Ms. Clinton's visit is big
news. But, I think that the
president's visit is, at the very
least, of equal news value.
Your placement of the two
stories would indicate that you
feel otherwise. The Murray
State News may not be a
,nationwide newspaper with
millions of subscribers, but it
is
a
tool
of
mass
communication. Your paper
~uences your readers just
as The Washington Post or
The New York Times.
Because of that, a certain
degree of impartiality is, or
should be, required of your
part.
Lee Davis
senior history m~or
Editor's Note: There are many
variables Involved In deddlng placement
of stories In a newspaper. The main
consideration used In deciding to place
the CUnton 8tol'y on the top of the page
waa that the visit was at a location within
easy dfMng distance for Murray state
students. Also, several MSU students
attended the visit, .,d the main topic of
discussion was education, which Is
extremely relevant to any university.
The only aspects that made Bush's
visit newsworthy waa the fact that he was
at an OVC school, and aa you point out.
he Is the prelldenl There were no Murray
State student• vlalbly present at the
event, and Clarksville was out of driving
distance for the majority of students on a
school day. Also, his topic of dscuaalon
was debates.
The content of other newe stories,
a6ong wfth a newapaper's audience, aleb
determine a particular story'a placement.
Since both state budget cuts .,d
football funding are on the mlnde of many
on this campus, they rate placement
above the Bush ltory. On the other
hand, In the Sept. 25 lsaue which
Included the Clinton story, the only other
front page stories concerned a
aelemometer, an International bl.lslneN
seminar and card access systems In
residence halls. In other words, had Mr.
Bush visited Clalitavtlle one week earlier,
the placement of the story would have I
been dfferent.
Krlatle Helms, Edtor tl Chief
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CHE plan affects MSU's programs
By LEIGH LANDINI
AssocialeEdltor

Although retention of
African-American students has
increased at Murray State
University, the school still has
much work to do in meeting
goals set by The Kentucky
Plan.
The &ntucky Plan for Equal
Educational Opportunities in
Higher
Education
was
approved by the Council of
Higher Education in May
1990. The plan's implementation period was set for
September 1991 to July 1995.
· According to The Kentucky
Plan, it calls for the provision
of equal education opportunities for all Kentucky residents
regardless of race and strives
to increase minority enrollment at traditionally white
institutions. It also calls for
continuing to enhance "the
current status of the
Commonwealth's traditionally
black institutions in its important role in the higher education system.•
The plan's goals include
increasing the proportion of
Kentucky resident black
undergraduate students,
increasing the retention rate of
black undergraduates and the
proportion of undergraduate
degree holders to the same
level as that of white undergraduates and increasing the
proportion of black undergraduate students.
Murray State's undergraduate enrollment (Kentucky residents) for African-American
students has been on a rollercoaster ride for six years. For
1986, the number of MricanAmerica.n
students
was 219.
\.
.Jill J ,
..

The figure fell to 198 in 1990,
but rose to 217 in 1991, according to data provided by the
Council on Higher Education.
Percentages, what the plan
requires to meet its objectives,
were 5.1 percent for 1986, 4.6
percent for 1987, 4.3 percent
for 1988, 5 percent for 1989,
3.8 percent for 1990 and 4.1
percent for 1991. The objective
by 1995 is 6.2 percent for resident black undergraduate
enrollment, according to CHE.
For graduate enrollment,
Mrican-American enrollment
increased between fall 1987
and fall 1989. MSU's 1996
objective for graduate enrollment is 4.8 percent, and it was
exceeded in fall 1989 with 6.2
percent. However, the graduate black resident enrollment
fell from 55 in 1989 to 29 in
1990. According to the Council,
MSU said 14 of its enrollment
from Fort Campbell did not
register for classes in fall1990
because of that base's deployment to the Middle East for
Operation
Desert
Shield/Storm.
Recruitment is down for
African-American students at
Murray State, said Doris
Clark. director of minority student affairs.
Clark said MSU has 66 new
African-American students
this fall, but she said there is
hope on the horizon to in~ase
minority enrollment.
"With the new scholarship
(Mills}, we hopefully can
increase our enrollment,•
Clark said.
The Mills scholarship is
designed to attract the top
black students to Murray State
University, she said.

MSU Black Employm~nt
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A new scholarship for the African~American residents of
Kentucky is being offered at Murray State University this
year.
The Dr; Marvin Mills Scholarship was instituted last
February in, consideration for Mills and his contributions to
MSU.
Qualifications are: African-American, a freshmen or transfer student entering Murray State University full time.
Entering fre~en must rank in the top 26 percent of their
senior class with a xnJnimum ACT (American ·College
Testing) score of 21. Transfer students must have a grade
point average of at least a 2.75 with the completion of at
least 12 semester credit hours. Leaderahip skills and community services are also considered.
"This scholarship attracts and .recrUits talented 'and gifted
African-American students to Murray Stat&. It also increaaes the amount ·o f black students on campus,• said Paul
Radke, director of achool relations.
The Mills scl:tolarship is funded by Murray State
yruyersity re~rces ~~. aside for ~~-~~ri.ean~ resid- ·
.· mg 1n Kentucky. There ~ 10 stud.eiit& rece1~ the schol- .
· arsbip for this fall and there will be 20 scholarships given
out for the fall of 1993.
Mills was a professor of occupational safety and
health from . 1977 to 1988 and was the first AfricanAmerican to receive tenure at Mrin'ay State UD.iversity=.

~

•
•It's very important that all students with academic and
areas are sensitive to the social difficulties, a mentor
needs of students."
program, seminars, panel~
Although recruitment is cussions and faculty mentoi!
down, retention of MSU's ships.
Mrican-American students is •considering only the results
up.
of the measurements of
"Hopefully over the next progress toward the retention
three to five years, we will commitment, none appear to
increase our recruitment and be successful,• the report ~d. "
The Council's figures show
retention," Clark said.
that
Murray State had a retenRetention efforts have been
enhanced by programming for tion rate for first year underAfrican-American students graduates of 66.5 percent for
and a mentorship program white students in 1989 and •
that pairs minority students 46.8 percent rate for black stu:
with minority faculty and sta1f dents in 1989. For 1990, MSU
members, Clark said.
had a 69.6 percent retention
•I feel the University has rate for white students, but a
made commitments to do posi- 41.4 percent rate for black stutive things and aggressive
.•
recruitment and do aggressive dents.
Percentages for all underthings to keep them here, •
gradu ates show that MSU
Young said.
Clark said her office spon- retained 77.7 percent of its
sors the minority outrea ch white students for 1989 and 66
newsletter aimed at African~ percent for black students. In
American students and the 1990, retention rates for blac.k
Minority Advisory Council that students fell to 57 percent and
is composed of students.
rose to 79 percent for white
•There have been more students, according to Council
aggressive programs done to data.
retain our student,," Young
said. "There are areas in the r However data not included
University that are committed m The Ktnt ucky Plan, showed
that MSU retained sophomore
to retaining students.•
·
.and junior black students at 73
Young said he ~lieved.~me percent and 88.9 percent for
of. the. success 1n ret~JD!,I}g • 1989.
mmor1ty students wa'.P~'8
,
. .
cooperation from faculfYJliNfm~ • . The plan s objective for 1993
hers in assisting withU;be·atU· 11 for MSU to award 3.8 perdents.
1 bseu~o't 4 rf ~t of its Kentucky black stu"Black faculty and staffhave dents with a baccalaureate
to assume roles as mentors to degree. In 1990, MSU met the
ensure and strengthen reten- 3.8 percent objective, according
tion," Young said.
to the Council.
In The Kentucky Plan, the
Doreen Rauch , affirmatiTe
programs cited at MSU are its action officer, had no comment
•, e~
·1
early identification ayatem for o.n tbia issue.
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Murray State gets very few
from that area.
•The area (around Murray)
has a lot to do with it (recruiting)," she said.
Another reason offered for
low minority enrollment is
attitude.
•Jt has a lot to do with attitude," said Mike Young,
administrative assistant in
student affairs. "It's the
responsibility of the entire
University community to make
sure African-American students feel welcome.

Kentucl<y collegeS-.. Urld.9 r revieYi
for desegregation practices
:
'

By KATHY EIDSON
Staff Writcw

Murray State University is one of Kentucky's higher-education
institutions under review for desegregation practices and progre8888.
For the 1991-92 year, MSU had a 4.45 percent black enrollment.
This year's approximation drops to 4.24 percent, said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions.
- But according to The Chronick of Higlu!r Education, Gary S.
Cox, executive director of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, said Kentucky has been "making steady progress in
desegregation and did not need any federal morutoring.
"We certainly haven't achieved everything we set out to
achieve, but we never had a system like the Mississippi system,"
Cox said.
The Mississippi higher-education system was involved in a
Supreme Court case, United States v. Kirk Fordice, governor of
Mississippi, decision this summer that ordered states to review
desegregation practices.
A class·action lawsuit was brought against the governor of
Mississippi and state education officials by a group of disgruntled Mississippi residents, who said the state was "perpetuating
tlie effects of segregation in its colleges and universities," accord·
ing to The New Y
. ork Times.
The Supreme Court, in an 8-1 decision, said Mississippi failed
in overcoming •its history of legally enforced segregation because

most black students still attend inferior, predominantly black
schools," according to Newswee.k.
.,
The Supreme Court ordered each state under review to demon1 •
strate that all vestiges of segregation have been removed. Thil
ruling included Kentucky.
d
Though !he Supreme Court ruling in Brown v. Board ot
Education banned the "separate but equal" clause in public edQ.~
cation, this case was the first racial discrimination ruling iD
1
higher education the court has dealt with.
According to the justices' m~ority opinion, the continuation of
maintaining "all eight universities in Mississippi is wasteful and •
irrational."
·
One of the suggestions given by the Supreme Court is to con,
solidate some of the Mississippi universities.
Delta State, a predominantly white college, is only 36 miles .
from Mississippi Valley State, where a m~ority of students are
black.
"The justices said the state should consider where some of 1
Mississippi colleges can be practicably closed or merged with ·
other existing institutions," according to The Chronicle.
Even though any student can choose to attend the college of
his or her preference, most higher education institutions are
either predominantly white or black. For example, Kentucky
State University in Frankfort has a majority of black students.
Doris Clark, director of minority student afTairs, said MSU
could be hurt in the accreditation process if the University does
not meet standards set by the Council of Higher Education.

Anita White cites reasons for opting for Murray State instead of universities in her native Mississippi
By LIBBY FIGG

In a ruling that promises to have long-term
effects on education in Mississippi, the Supreme
Court this summer ruled that state's public colleges are still illegally segregated.
The court, for the first time, specified how the
state must show that all traces of discrimination are gone.
According to The Chronicle of Higher
Education, the court said Mississippi's admission policies are discriminatory and pointed out
that the state uses standardized test scores as
the minimum criterion for admission to public
colleges. Studies have shown that black students do not score as well on standardized tests
as white students because the tests are not
geared toward their culture.
Mississippi has eight public four-year schools.
Three of the eight are historically black colleges. Calling maintaining all eight schools
"wasteful" and "irrational," the Supreme Court

~
1

I

One of the problems in
recruiting minority students to
Murray State is the area in
which Murray is located.
Clark said not even 1 percent of the African-American
graduates
of
Paducah
Tilghman High School come to
MSU; instead they choose to
attend University of Louisville
or colleges outside Kentucky
because of their minority populations.
She also said Hopkinsville
has a large population of
African-Americans,
but

Student speaks out qn desegregation in home state
Staff Writer

l
P
f
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MSU hopes to proportionately increase its minority faculty
and staff. This commitment will be measured by the
increase in the number of blacks in the seven EE0-6
employment categories and positive changes In the
percentage of blacks employed in each of the seven ·
catagories. MSU's objective for 1994 is 3.9 percent faculty
and 8.6 percent non-faculty.
10%

Mills award established

. - ..

ordered lower courts to determine if Mississippi
is operating these schools as a means of continuing segregation.
Anita White, a sophomore art major from
Grenada, Miss., agrees with some of the views
of the court.
White, who is black, said she does not think
Mississippi's college system is as academically
strong as systems in other states. Thus, she
decided to attend college outside her home
state.
"I didn't think I would get as good of an eduction in arts as I am getting here," White said. .
Another reason she decided against the
Mississippi schools is she believed most of the
schools had a bad reputation as party schools.·
"' guesa this is really biased against them, but
the ones that I really knew about were party
schools," White said. "That was the only reason
everybody went to them because they thought
they could party."
She said she believed that she could not get a

well-rounded education at any of the
Mississippi state schools.
•1 just didn't want to stay in Mississippi. I
guess that was my problem," she said. "I always
felt that Mississippi was the backward state the state that was almost last in everything.
•Alabama was behind us in education one
year. I always felt we were the racial-tension
center of the world. I wanted to get out of there.
But, I miss it because that was home."
She said the state schools are segregated to a
great extent.
"When I was in high school, there were cer·
tain black colleges and then the white kids had
white colleges,• she said. "It was segregated. I
didn't think about it at the time because all of
my friends said, 'We're going to Jackson State'
or 'We're going to Mississippi State.' The white
kids (went to) Ole Miss and Southern. You
didn't realize it when you were in high school.
you didn't!'l8llze that you were segregated."
White said she has learned tolerance at

A closer look at issues in the news

Murray State University. She had never seen ,
interracial couples until she got here. She had
an interesting reaction when she first saw
interracial couples at MSU.
"At first I just ~• she said. "'Then, after a
while, it just rolled otf me because I said 'OK,
this is just something that happens.' Then I
didn't notice it at all.•
White said she enjoys living at MSU.
"Living up here has really opened me to more
experiences than I ever would have gotten living on all-black campus or living at a
Mississippi college,• she uid.
White said the communities in her home state
are still segregated. She does not plan on moving back to the state after graduation.
"I'll go back and visit," she said. 'Tll ride down ·
those country roads and see the trees and
everything, but rm not going to stay there,
unleN they
~litan and decide,
'OK, ~'ll.all. . ~ 8Dd white people to
live together.•
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~SGA Judicial

Board evaluates all
student parking ticket appeals

By MICHELE CARLTON

:·;·.

News Editor

Justice will be served on
campus by the judicial br anch
of~ the Student Gover nment
•Association known as the
• ·Murray State University
: Student Judicial Board.
;• The
judicial
boar d,
; according to the by-laws, has
: 't he power to "hold hearings
: and to render final decisions
: and interpretations in cases
: brought to it by students,
: faculty or administrators"
: involving
the
SGA
: Constitution and traffic
: violation appeals. It also will
: assist in cases involving t he
: Code of Conduct.
'
: The representatives of the
: 1board are interviewed by the
! Student
Senate
and
: recommended for approval by
: President Ronald Kurth.
' Mark Bates, proposed chair: man of the board, said

r

Judicial Board
·~·

·:-<;

,J. Scott Mel ntyre

David Folz ·
·Shane Black. . , , :.Tony ,Folz
.
Brian·· Denn.in§
M~tt R,aQ1age
.

~

f
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'

.~·
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dealing
w ith
park ing
"About 98 percent of our job
violations is a major part of involves parking appeals," he
the group's responsibility.
said.

••
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POLICE BEAT

Bates said ther e is a
procedure for students to
appeal parking tickets.
"Students mu st apply in the
Student Activities office
within five days after the
ticket is issued," he said.
Th e judicial board will
decide by majority qu orum
whether to hear a case. The
case must be heard within 14
.
d ays.
"We decide whether or not
to reduce the fine or to deny
the appeal. We decide on each
case by case," Bates said.
The chairman of the board.
reports to the Student Senate
following each hearing.
The judicial boar d meets
twice a month or whenever
two members of the board
.r equest a meeting of the
ch airman.
Editor's Note: This Is the last story of a
three part series on the Student
Government Association .

•

Measles case
reported on
.
Anyon e who needs to be
''The most important thing
immunized should contact a is t o rem ain as h ealthy as
doctor or public health possible," Lyle s ai d . "Lifestyle choices are important.
Measles, that illness on~e ~ep.t, Lyle said.
known as a childhood ~ ~,·
Keeping t h e body h ealt hy,
disease, may be back, despite '1 ~
ar's free _immuni- eating the righ t foods and
last year's mass immu nr·· aattons ...~.. campus will_not
get ting plenty of r est and
· zations on campus.
jjl-p~~tmU" Lyle sa1d .
A exercise will keep the
A possible case has beecn D.octor;~ charge about $40, immune system functioning
reported 'to the Murray State l>ul " a,h~th department will properly."

!!Y ROBIN CARTER
Staff Wnter

.?a

Uni~ersity Student ' He~th ~=nly charge $1."
Servtces. Whether or not 1t is ~
g to a report by the ·

actually measles can not l>e
determined until after the
disease has run its course.
Judy Lyle, a Student Health
nurse, said even if this
particular case is not
measles, anyone born after
1956 should have a second
measles vaccination.
1
''W think that
bo
'
eJ
,
•anyone Ijll
L before 1956 should · h ave
f natural r immunity," ~ Ly~e
! said.

One reason immunization
is so important is ther e is no
cure for measles.
According to a July, 1991
article in U.S. Pharmacist,
titled "Adult Immunization,"
our immune system creates
antibodies to figh t organisms
or diseases which are not
supposed to be there. Once our
bodi~s have created these
antibcXii.. to fight a particular
disease-;1 w.e ,, are already
equipped to fight .that disease

•
Public Hea lth
.AB800iatien from t he Center
· Diseas e Contr ol, t h e
disease ~gina with a fever
seven to 18 diu's after initial
exposure. A rash usually
appears after 14 days.

I for

Measles can be more
serious for someone wh o is
•
"'
......
•
not hea.uhy atr:tha:ronsat Of the
?-isease, an~· can •even 1 rrestilt
m death.
• •

L..----1111111!1111...------------------.
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again.
Some mild reactions to
immunization could occur but
are rare. These u sua lly
include a low fever and a sore
arm.
"Immunization is usually
safe," Lyle said. "The
benefits outweigh . the risks
associated with them.
"Students need to be aware
they can still need some
immu nizations."
To help educate adult& about
the need for immunizations,
health care and consumer
organizations are participating in National Adult
Immunization Awareness
Week, Oct. 27 through Nov. 2.
''You are adu~t!'," Lyle, ~aid.
1
"Tak~ . some responsibi.U~r for
your health and that of others •
around you ."
'

Sept. 29

12:08 a.m.- False intrusion alarm in Eagle Gallery.
Sept. 30

~,

1:11 p.m.- Student reported bookbag stolen from Winslow
Cafeteria.
Oct. 1
12:01 a.m.-RAin Richmond Hall having problems with
an intoxicated resident. Resident put to bed.
1:48 a.m.- Lock on door on the fourth floor of Richmond
Hall Super-Glued.
4:55p.m.- Power outage on east side of campus.
9:48 p.m.- Resident of fourth floor Hester Hall reported
personal items stolen from her room.

Oct. 2
1:05 a.m.- Barry Winfield (nonstudent) alleged\)' kicked a
motorcycle helmet into a window, breaking the window.
Criminal mi~hief report filed.
3:24a.m.- Stop sign behind Richmond Hall stolen.
11:16 p.m.- Noise complaint in 500 block of College
Courts.
Oct. 4
1:34 a.m.- Older model Cadillac seen hitting a stop sign
behind Richmond Hall.
5:16 a.m.- Power outage following a utility pole being hit
by an automobile at Stewart Stadium. Driver did not stop.
8:37 p.m.- Someone shot into the Franklin Hall office with
a BB gun.
10:15 p.m.- Power outage in a room on sixth floor of White
Hall.
10:55 p.m.- MSU student found a vacuum cleaner near
J&T building. Vacuum had fallen off a truck earlier.
Oct. 5
12:45 a.m.- Report of gunshot being heard at Richmond
Hall. Nothing found.
7:40 a.m.- Candy.vending machine in the Dungeon Area
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center vandalized. Glass broken
from front and candy stolen.
6:52 p.m.- Student reported missing vehicle. The student
had loaned the vehicle to a friend, but it had not been returned. Vehicle found parked near Springer Hall.
8:38 p.m.- Reckless driving citation issued to student on
'
campus.
10:03 p.m.- Domestic problems reported in 1000 block of
College Courts. Man left.
· 10:49 p.m.- Noise complaint in 700 block of College
Courts.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by An·
drea Jones, staff writer, from materials available to the publi~
at the public safety office.
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753-WOLF

Olympic Plaza

Ex tended hours

13 beds available

30 Day Consecutive Tanning
60 Day Consecutive Tanning

$29.9tJ
$49.9lJ

Who:
Health
Services

(Con.Neutlue cla11• begin on cla11 of purchase}

4 beds with 6.5
ultra lamps

Tanning supplies
Clldable

I
I

I

•

Lotions, Sunglasses, and ApparTel sales
College and Greek Sweatshirts
Bring in design and/or clothing and let Woltrs create ft II

I
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Parents, jobs
help with bills
believes that being a student is
my job, and that working would
College: It requires a lot of distract from my studies."
Dawn Palmer, a junior adverhard work, dedication - and
tising major from Mount Vermoney!
Where do college students get non, Ind., also relies on her
the money to pay for tuition, parents for her income.
She said she always seems to
room and board, meal plans, ac·
tivity fees, books, supplies, club need money even though she
1fees, car payments, clothes, saves money from her summer
job.
t late-night pizzas, etc.?
"I work at a camp for the
Some depend on their parents
1
and college funds to pay for col- summer and I save what I get
lege and all its related ex· from there, but it doesn't make
penses.
Others work during the it through the semester," she
1
1 school year to make payments, said.
Palmer said her parents pay
while some use a combination
her tuition, but she still relies
of sources.
Kira Packan, a senior animal on them for money for her art
health technology major from classes and gasoline money.
"It's a drag because when
Oak Ridge, Tenn., receives
you're low on money and you
financial
help
from
her
parents.
1
, She said the cost of college need something, you have to
has been taken care of for a call home and either wait for
the money or write a cold
' long time.
' ..My father has been prepar- check," she said.
Chris Rettie, a freshman
1 ing for sending me to school
since I was a little girl," music education major from
Hopkinsville, said his school·
' Packan said.
related bills are paid for by
She
also
receives
a
monthly
1
' allowance from her father for several sources.
"School is paid for by a com, miscellaneous expenses.
! "I have a certain amount per bination of academic scholar- month for clothing, food and ships and a college fund my
personal expenses," she said. parents started when I was
{ "It's up to my discretion how I born," he said.
Amber Moody, a junior oct spend it, but that's all I get for Rettie said he worked at a cupational safety and health
fast-food restaurant this sum- major from Wadesville, Ind.,
• the month."
; Packan said she does not en· mer and uses those savings for said she uses savings from a
I counter many problems with spending money at school.
summer job, money from an on·
Rettie said his parents also campus job and money from her
t bills, because she has a
t checkbook which tells her how contribute to his "spending parents to pay her way.
much she has in•her account at money" fund by putting money
Moody said she and her
into his account monthly.
all times.
parents share the expenses of
• She sald she is secure enougli • "As long as I keep good her tuition, room-and-board
: financially to not have to hold a grades, my parents will keep and meal plan.
putting money in there," he
•I J'ob ,
"We alternate payments on
· "I do work though - I'm a said. "If my grades go down, the payment plan," she said.
student," she said. "My father they won't give me any more., "We split it 50-60."

University
aids in
oo:rorny

B y JANICE M. FULPS
Reporter

.

Illustration by JOSHUA

Moody said even with her job,
it's difficult to have money for
school and recreation.
"If I want to go out and do
something with my friends, I
use my own money that I make
working at Public Safety,"
Moody sa.id.;;"It gets
by. It's
close,'but it gets me by." $.

me

Julia Maddox, a senior speech
communications and Spanish
major from Murray, works 16
hours a week while taking a

WtLKM

9aia • <J.•

15-hour course load to pay ror
school and day-to-day expenses.
Maddox said a lot of her
money goes toward club dues.
"It just wipes you out," she
said.
She said she saved money
from her summer job, but that
it's all gone"Dow, which makes
budgeting difficult.
..Budgeting is hard when you
don't have much to budget,"
abe aaid.

.

t By HERB BANKS
How many times have you
received a letter from Ed
McMahon saying you could be
the next million-dollar winner
to join the many who've won
the Publishers Clearing House
sweepstakes?
If your answer is "Too many
times to count," then do what
Jeffery Moyer.s, a senior comp uter science major from
Calvert City, did.
"I received so many of the
Publishers Clearing House
sweepstakes letters, I sent
them back so they would leave
me alone," Moyers said.
Although Moyers sent the en•try forms back in, he did not ex·
pect to win.
Mark Davis, a junior advertising major from Louisville,
said the only way to win in the
Publisher Clearing House is to
subscribe to a magazine.
"The sweepstakes is only a
means to sell magazines,"
Davis said.
Davis said he had rather play
the lottery than enter the
sweepstakes.
"I spend about $5 a week in
hope of hitting the big bucks,"
Davis said. "There is always a
chance of winning the lottery,

(.

I

Reality Check?

Source: GLAMOUR MAGAZINE
but it is just a fun game to me."
Davis said the ultimate prize
would be to win $10 million in
the lottery.
"Nothing would change about
me," Davis said. "I would stay
in school, but my material

4iiJa

I~

Hit .the road, Jack!

;

Thinking of buying a used car? In order to purchase any of
these 10 cars, you have to catch it fast.

!
•"

lllkelllodel

Days to Sell

1.Mercedes-Benz

2.Chewolet canwo
3.Toyota Corolla
-'.Volkswagen Beetle
S.Muatang COO't'el'tlble

t
E-=

Source: PADUCAH SUN

4

5
7
8
11

Make/Model
Days to Sell
6.Dodge Caravan
14
7.Volvo
15
S.Pontlac FireOird
18
G.Honda Aocotd
17
10.Aifa Romeo JPider
18

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

needs would change."
Keith Hanson, a junior occupational safety and health
major from Middlesboro, said
the scratch-off games printed
by the lottery are a rip off.
.. A certain percentage is paid

I

t

Assistant Campus Life Editor

!Students play games of chance for money
Staff Writer

<·

By ROB HART

I

't

••

out by the state and we don't
know what the bases are set up
on," Hanson said. "They (the
state) knows how much the win·
nings will total."
David Woodall, a junior
criminal justice major from

"o-A~S~U_C_E_O_F_I_.I_f_E__,
Checking accounts
Tired of hiding your money in that fake book
or under your mattress? If so, a trip to th~ bank
is definitely needed.
Many •college students use checking accounts to keep track of their money. However,
what kind of checking account is best? How
much will it cost each month?
Regardless of what type of account is chosen, students should know how to balance a
checkbook and make deposits.
Story on Page 10

Paducah, d isagrees with
Hanson.
"The scratch-off games are
better t han the weekly Lotto
because I am proof," Woodall
said.
Woodall said he spends
around $10 a week playing the
lottery, and $26 is the most he
hal ever won .
"Moat of t he time I can break
even by playing the scratch-off
p.mes and sometimes I can
wi t h the weekly Lotto,"
wooaall said.
A big-time investor, Keith
Harmon, a sophomore English
educat ion major from Martin,
Tenn., said he can spend $40 a
week playing both the weekly
lotto and t he scratch-off games.
"I won aome money playing
pOol one night and I was feeling
lucky ao I bought some tickets,"
Harmon said.
He said he often loses more
~
money than he wins.
"The most I have ever won is
$8," be said.
T1te chance to win a large
1um of money is what attracts
many lottery ticket buyers.
"If I was to win just $1
million I would be satisfied,"
Harmon said. "Then I could pay
off my debts."

When considering the '
benefits Murray State
University brings to
western Kentucky, one
t h at should not be
overlooked is the University's economic impact on
both the city of Murray
and the region.
In a study done in 1986
by Gilbert Mathis, chairman of the department of
economics and finance,
Murray State was found to
have a tremendous effect
on the region's economy.
Some of the findings, adjusted for today's
economy, were:
• The direct regional purchases for a fiscal year are
$12,621,290.
• Faculty and staff spend
an average of $21,200 in
the region annually.
• Each university student
spends an average of
$6,212 in the region
annually.
• The University and its
·community of faculty,
staff and students spends
$84,867,044 annually.
• Visitors to the campus
from outside western Kentucky spend $2,476,297 in
the region annually.
• The university com·
munity pays $2,784,543 in
city and county taxes
annually.
• Using a 1.90 multiplier .
for the region - meaning
each university-related
dollar spent generates an
additional 90 cents for the
economy - the total im·
pact on western Ken·
tucky's economy is
$161,247,383.
Wendy's manager Oscar
Murray said business increases at the restaurant
8-10 percent when classes
begin in the fall.
"Everyone misses the
kids when they're gone,"
Murray said.
"The specials I run are :
across-the-board specials •
like 15 percent off," she :
said. "I don't do anything :
directly to students, '
because such a large part '
of my business is already.'
students."
John Williams, vice
president of marketing at
Peoples Bank, said any
small town with a univer·
sity will have a better
economic base than a town
without a university.
"You can see the dif-•
ference," Williams said. •
"Income runs parallel:
with education levels.
That's why we preach to
high school students to get
your degree. The more
education you have, the
more income you'll have.
I'm sold on small communities that have a rna·
jor university in them.
The economic well-being
is really better."

EatablllhiM ANdlt

Helpful credit tips

Establishing credit while in college
and using it wisely can be a good way
for students to begin building their credit
history.
Students should consider several
things when lookk'\g for the best credit
deal.
Annual.._ •Important because
some crediiOriWII alowyou to open an
account withOut paying any.
Grace per~~• ara ueeful because
credit grantDfl wHI aHow you a certain
number of daya. ranging from a few
days to a fflw WMks, to make the
miminum payments.
·.,
,,

Once you have received a credit card,
you can begin building a solid credit
history by using it in a responsible way.
• Don't over-extend yourself by opening too many accounts or charging
more than what you can pay for.
• Build a reputation for using credit
wisely, which means paying at least
your monthfy minimum balance.
• Keep your balance in a comfortable
range based on your monthly income
or allowance.
• If you are having problems paying
your minimum amount comact your
credit grantor.

.
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!" Extra funds spent on
!..Car, clothes, activities
. By KELLY MENSER
Staff Writer

'

, Ask the typical college stuon any given day if he
wants to go somewhere or do
something and he may reply,
"I'd like to, but I don't have the
-money."
· On what do students spend
their money, and what would
they do if they were given an
extra $1,000?
Christy Powell, a junior
.. biology major from
Hopkinsville, said she usually
spends about $20 a week on
school-related necessities.
"I buy a lot of clothes other
than that," she said.
Powell said if she were offered
• ~1,000 , she would have a new
radio installed in her car.
Amy Bowland, a freshman
advertising major from
Paducah, said she spends her
~ent

.11.

money on different things now
that she is in college than when
she was in high school. Since
she is an Alpha Omicron Pi
pledge, she buys sorority ap·
parel and pays for the various
activities she attends.
Bowland has a specific idea of
what she would do if given
'
$1,000.
"I would probably buy a aet of
new uniforms for our
cheerleader squad/' she said.
Teri Cooll, a senior organiza·
tional communications m~r:
from Louisville, sai~ she wies
most of her money for
necessities and to pay long
distance phone bills. H given
$1,000, she would pay off her
credit card and put the rest
away to help save for a summer
vacation overseas.
Becki Anderson, a sophomore
undeclared major from

LouisVille, said most of her
money is spent on compact
disks, fast food and her credit
card bills.
"I spend money at Wal-Mart
on just about anything," she
said.
Anderson was shocked at the
thought of being given $1,000.
"Oh my! Well, I'd pay ofT all
my credit card bills and either
put the rest in the bank or give
f~ to my mom," she said.
.Patrice Tucker, a junior
elementary education major
from Hickman, said she also
shops at Wal-Mart and buys a
lot of food from Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
H someone offered her $1,000,
she said she would buy new
clothes, but she would put
about $700 in the bank.

Photo by RON RUGGLES

ESTABLISHING CREDIT
Chad Davldeon, a senior music major from Paducah, fills out a credit
card application. Finances are a chief concern for most college
students.
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Do you shop for well-known goods, or do you try to save?

I

' I

I

I

Storey's Food Giant manager
Reporter
Cliff Higginson said an expan·
Kellogg' s, Ragu , Heinz, sion of private labels has been
Pillsbury and Carnation are implemented at Storey's, effecr e c o g n i z a b l e n a t i o n a 1 tive Oct. 1. The only difference
namebrands.
in the private labels was
Foodland, BiRite, Rainbow diifsi~.
and Kroger are cost cutter, ' "UanY.:Il. private labels are
private labels.
under contract and sometimes
Which of these brands do you the_ ~e company may not
reach for when shopping? .. ~a~ 1'the goods," Higginson
there a noticeable difference in saia.
Private label items such as
quality and price?
Piggly Wiggly ;nanager salt that have one ingredient
Delbert Saalwaechter said the are really not any different
trend is moving away from na- than a national brand, he said.
tiona! brands, and the average · .Shoppers.should use caution in
shopper is trying to economize buxi~ items ~aving more than,
more by purchasing private one"' m~e~tent, ~uch as
labels.
spaghett1 sauce-rbe s~ud.
By S. K. PURDOM

Teresa Cash, a graduate student from Fancy Farm, said
there are certain national
brand products that she would
buy, but as a conservative stu·
dent, she buys private-label
brands as a way to save money.
"I eat national brand items at
my mom's house and purchase
such items as milK., bread, rice
and sour cream in the off-brand
labels," Cash said.
This is true in many cases.
Students think when they are
at home, they are feasting on
national brand products or
nothing but the best because it
is mom's cooking, or is it?
Brenda Owen, secretary in
the department of education

and counseling and a
sophomore majoring in
business administration and a
mother of two children, is tak·
ing every step she can to
economize.
"Because of all the budget
cuts Murray State has made, I
am buying many private
labels," she said. "I am purchasing the Rainbow honey nut
cereal because it is about two
dollars cheaper than the
Cheerio's brand. My 9-year-old
son hasn't even noticed there
isn't a bee on the box."
A difference in national
brands and private labels is
advertising. People tend to be
more informed on national pro-
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Freshman Senator

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH, & DINNER ANYTIME.
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED 11 a.m.- 8p.m.
SPEClAl.S EVERl'DAY !!
•MSU STUDENTS, TEACHERS, & EMPLOYEES 10%
DISCOUNT WITH MSU I.D.'S MONDAY-FRlDAY
•SENIOR CinZEN 10% DISCOUNT EVERYDAY I

!'
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Love,
The sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta

901 Coldwater Rd.
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A Full IJne of Paint~ Lumbar, and Concrete llocb •
far '!bale Custcm Shalf Units!
•
•
• 10% OFP for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS •
• • Excluded: Salas Items, Cczsh and Cony,
••
and
Spedal
Ordem
•
stan houra:
Bel-Air SboppiDI •
• Monday-Frlclay
a.m. • • p.m.
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In Nashvllle
Oet. II

FOR MORE INFOUATION
em m SGA ome~ AT
762-6151
8 a.m.-4:30
- --~
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WOJIO'l9

to the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho
and the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
on winning the float!
We had a great time working on it
with you!

759-9178
COME JOIN US FOR FOOD • FUN

However, students differ in
their purchases.
Two male students both said
quality and prestige were
represented by national brands
and that is what they purchase.
Anthony Waller, a senior
business administration major
from Murray, said he has
always purchased national
brands.
"I purchased a box of pop
tarts one time that was an off
brand and the taste just wasn't
as good," he said.
Eric Hester, n senior
marketing major from
Hopkinsville, agreed.
"National brands are the
best," he said.

Congratulations

(NO DISCOUNTS ON SPECIALS!)

EVERYBODY WBLCOMEII

I

ducts than private labels.
Chris Mann, co-manager of
Murray's Kroger store, said
this is big difference because
national brands pump more
money into advertising cam·
paigns than private labels.
"Most people don't even
realize that cereal products
that have a 'Kroger' name on
the outside of the box are still
made by Ralston Purina or
Kelloggs," Mann said. "If any
noted difference in these pro·
ducts, it is probably only about
a 5 percent difference.''
"There are only three companies in the United States
that produce canned peaches,"
Higginson said.

I

' l

OPEN· 24 HOURS

-
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rr'fie Sisters of

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Yllpfia Clii Cfiapter
Wish to express
our appreciation to the
50th Anniversary AlUmni Committee,
~Murray State University,
and
the Murray community
in making our
50th Anniversary
ail outstanding success!
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American money strange
to international students
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Money is a concern for most
college students, but for the 157
international students on the
Murray State University cam·
pus, a different economy and a
strange monetary system have
some pitfalls and bonuses that
American students do not
realize.
Ruth Jackson, international
student adviser, said most in·
ternational students are
familiar with American curren·
cy, so there are no formal pro·
grams dealing with the
adjustment.
"We have given checkwriting lessons on occasion,
usually on an individual basis,"
she said.
One of the most popular purchases by international
students is automobiles,
Jackson said.
· ({ Many students buy
automobiles they can't afford
because transportation in Murray is a critical issue," Jackson
said. "Most of these students

...

are coming from communities
that involve a lot more people
and a lot more sophisticated
means of moving from one place
to another than we have
available in Murray. Many
students feel incredibly isolated
and trapped in Murray. They
view the automobile as a
necessity because it's their only
way of getting out."
Economic and political dif.
ficulties in their home countries can also affect the finan·
cial security of international
students.
"Sometimes one 'interna·
tional student is being sup·
ported by an entire family
working at home and sending
money." Jackson said. ''He or
she is particularly susceptible
to any· kind of economic crises
in the home country."
Eva Greiner, a junior music
major from Obertraubling, Germany, said the selection of
goods in stores here is about the
same as in her home country,
but the prices are cheaper hero.
•lHere jeans cost about $20,

but in Germanv I pay about
$100 for Levi's jeans," she said.
Greiner plans to buy
telephones here and take them
home with her.
"I'll take phones home with
me because phones are really
expensive in Germany," she
said. "The cheapest phone you
can get is about $80 or so, and
that's nothing compared to
what you can get here."
Cirlane Peclat1 a freshman
nursing major from Rio de
Janiero, Brazil, found out the
value of a dollar when she tipped a baggage attendant at a
Miami airport.
"I gave just one dollar to the
guy working," she said. "I had
no idea; in Brazil one dollar is a
big tip. The guy was not
happy."
Peclat's friends want her to
bring them computers and
video cassette recorders when
she goes home. However, she
has another request to fulfill
first.
"My mothel' wants a
microwave," she said.
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co-eds grasp
stock market

Plek ... up on Thuncl•
BEFORE MLL BREAK!
The Murray State News '·

By RONDA McELROY

k'

Reporter

Investment can be a con·
fusing term, but not to the
Murray State University
Finance and Economics
Club.
For the past five years,
the organization h as
played the investment
game, a fictitious game
that helps students learn
about the stock market.
"Each team is given
$50,000 to invest in com·
mon stock or
preferred
stock on the New York
Stock Exchange - mutual
funds and option," said
Betty Driver, finance and
economics adviser.
The entry fee for the
game is $5 per team to be
included with an entry
form, Driver said.
At the end of the
semester, students in first
and second place will
receive partial pri~e
money that comes from
the entry fee. The remainder of the prize
money will be awarded at
the end of the spring
semester to the first and
second place winners.
Most students who get
involved know very little
about investing, so it is a
any math in it," Milkman said.
good experience for them,
"It provides a quick survey of
she said.
economic principles. It deals
~'The game is so short
with the economics of inthat
luck plays as big a
dividual markets - how inpart
as any investment
dividual firms make decisions,
strategy,"
Driver said.
why certain products are
"A
lot
of
it
is for fun,"
chosen, and how much they
said
Glen
Miller,
a senior
should charge for a product. In
from
Henderson.
"It's
addition, it deals with what the
good practice if you get a
economic rate is in a country,
chance to invest your own
why there is a lot of trade with
money."
a country and what is the gross
Miller, a participant for
national product.''
the second year, has learn·
But students entering certain
ed from playing the game.
fields should focus on specific
"It makes you a better
areas of economics, h~~ga·d.f
ey manager and pl~
"The amount of
ea
in the long run," ffie
required in economics v es for
what each student 'PJ.an8 to do .. TSaid, ' '
in his career," Milkman said .
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Students offered help in
presidential election year

tions in microeconomics.
"My feeling is that students
Since 1992 is presidential need to know enough about
election year, voters have been basic economy to evaluate
bombarded with plans to reduce public policies," said Martin
the deficit, increase revenue, Milkman, assistant professor of
cut foreign aid, decrease taxes economics and finance.
and anything else that can
"When the presidential can·
possibly be increased or didates talk about changing
decreased.
something, the voters should be
Does the average college stu- aware of the results. You
dent understand economics and should read the newspaper and
finance? If not, where can he be able to understand what's
get a crash course?
going on."
The answer can be found
Contemporary Economics,
simply by visiting Murray which is the basic class in
State University's department economics, counts as a general ~
of economics art<\') final\0!~ 1~edq!~fion requiremenV-~-J but!'i
Students can choose from a d'oes not apply toward business~
variety of clas:;cs that p1·ovide or economics majors or minor. .
,... basic information or specializa"Economics 100 has hnrdly
By AMY HELM

Campus Life Ed1tor
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Brings You

•

Pony Express
Grand Opening
Monday - Friday Oct. 12-16

Ribbon Cutting
Monday Oct. · 12 @ 9:30 a .m .

Presenting

SPECIALS EACH DAY
2 Liter eokes $0.89 everyday
J

FREE PRIZES
As seen on HBO Comedy Central;
The Im~~ovisation , Los Angeles;
and Star.- seareh 90! He has :worked
·
with eomedy l{reats sueh as
Jay I..eno and Bob Saget ! !

.:t

Monday - Thursday 7:30a.m . - 10 p.m.

With _speeial guest Phil Bogan!

•••

Tuesday, Oct. 13
7:30p.m.
in The Stables
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'like abreak, relax, 1M I..P!
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Special accounts
bffered to students
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Murray State students use ·
various ways to save mOney

By PA MELA R. DIXON

By SHANNON BARNHILL

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

- --

Confused about checking?
Stymied about savings and
loans?
_, Many MuJTay State Universi·
ty students are often ·eonfu,scd
aoout the best ways to make
tbeir money work for them.
Wilma Billington, marketing
directo1· at th~ Bank of Murray ,
said a popular account with
.Murray State students is the
Racer Special.
This account is specifically for
~Iurray State students who
want to start a personal checking or savings account
"The process takes about 10
or 15 minutes to fill out the
necessary papers," Billington
said. "Students will receive a
starter checkbook or a savings
account book for the savi~~
account."
The minimum to open a
checking account is $50, and
the opening amount for a savings account is $5.
Along with the account,
student~ receive a free moneymachine card which allows
them to receive money at different locations when the bank
is closed.
There are five local machines,
one on the second floor of the
Curris Center.
Students using automatic
teller machines put their cards
in the machine and press a per•
sonal identification code to
receive money.
"The cards are linked up to
AJpha Link and Cirrus, which
allows student~ to use them at:
over 68.000 locations nationwide," Billington said.
l
Students who open checking;
accounts also receive 175 free
checks and a free T-shirt. Monthly statements are provided
for students to help them keep
their balances con-ect.
Another account offered to
students is the Club Account,
which a}l9W!i , yQu~ . :m~rrj!:!d
couples~t..9 start accounts.
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For many Murray State University
students, money is a constant topic of
conversation.
Where to get money and how to save it are
among the most common problems college
students face.
Students find themselves clipping coupons
and watching for sales ads. Money is easy to
spend, but hard to save.
"I try to budget my money and eat out as little as possible," said Mark Whitaker, a senior
psychology major from Murray.
Students have all sorts of ways to save
money.
"My method of saving money is that I never
spend change," said Perry Neal Norsworthy, a
•senior political science major from Gilbertsville. "I always spend the next highest dollar
amount. At the end of the day, I put away all
the change. It adds up quickly.
"Even if something costs 45 cents and I have
two quarters, I'll spend a dollar and keep the
change."
Some students try to hide money from
themselves.
"If I get a check and cash it, I'll just spend
the cash," said Catherine Frazier, a junior

Photo by JUD COOK

Melody Helgerson, a junior special education major from
Naperville, Ill., uses an automatic teller machine to get
money. The machines provide easy access to cash f or
many MSU students.
Members are provided with which offers a personally
checks, money orders and registered key ring. Lost keys
traveler's checks at no charge. can be dropped in any mailbox
Members also receive free and returned to the owners.
Peoples Bank offers a checkphotocopies (limit of 20> and
notary services.
ing account with three
"This account offers lots of rninirnum balances to help
benefits such as one low mon- defer the cost of monthly
thly fee, and $100,000 in ac- charges.
ddental death insurance,'' BillWith a minimum balance of
ington said.
$400 or more, there is no monI
Most students Ut5e their local thly charge. For accounts with
addresses on checks because a balance between $200-$399,
tney' can ' cash checks easier the monthly charge is $3, and
accounts with a balance betwith a local address, she said.
ween $0-$199 have $5 in monSus11n Brandon, assistant thly charges.
mf'Ttp'fer • of the University
Ethelene McCallon, customer
BAulch, ( said anyone 18 or service representative for
older.can open an account.
Republic Savings Bunk, said
One of the most popular ac- another popular account is the
counts for students is the 25 and under plan.
BANCLUB, which offers
'fhe account offers student
unlimited checking, free per- checking with no minimum
sonalized checks and acciden- balance. Applicants must be 25
tal death and dismemberment years or younger and present a
insurance at group rates. valid stlldent ID. A minimum of
• AnQQler option with B.f\N· $100 is needed tg o~n an
CARD is Key Ring Protection,
accounl.
1

. ·'--

advertising major from Mt. Vernon, Ill.
"Instead, I put the check away until I really
need it, then I have money. Sometimes I even
forget about it. It's a nice surprise to fmd it or
remember it."
Other students live from day to day, not saving at all.
"I honestly don't save money," said Rae
Oliver, a junior political science major from
Metropolis, Ill. "I'm not sure where I spend it
most of the time."
Many students budget their money in their
checking accounts.
"The only way I know how much money I
have to spend is by checking the balance in
my checkbook," said Stephanie Shelton, a
senior broadcast journalism major from
Clinton.
Several Murray banks offer plans for
students.
"We opened quite a few accounts during
August and September for students," said Liz
Darnall of Peoples Bank. "Our student account provides students with checks whenever
they need them, and several other benefits for
$6 a month.''

Coupons help save money
By MICHELLE STINNETT
Reporter

Today is double coupon day!
To most Murray State
University students, this
phrase is not as familiar as a
pizza guy handing out coupons
on campus. Why is that?
Glory Irvine, a freshman
music major from Martin,
Tenn., said she does . not use
coupons because' she has no use
for them.
Most students who live in
dorms seem to favor only a certain type of coupon, the ones
everyone finds in their campus
mailbox or shoved at them as
they walk to class - the pizza
coupon.
Nicole Curtis, a freshman ..

elementary education major
from East Cape, Ill., likes pizza
coupons.
For someone who eats a lot of
pizza, Domino's coupons are
great," she said.
So why do students not use
more coupons? Maybe they do
not like to keep up with them.
Tom Thurman, a junior
business major from Murray.
uses coupons.
"Coupons are a great way to
save a few dollars here and
there," he said. "The only
glitch with them is the fact that
they're hard to keep up with ."
Linda Cochran Darnell, a
freshman social work major
from Murray, uses coupons, but
not very often.
~
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"The only time I use coupons
in a store is when I find the
peel-off coupons right on thEl
product," she said.
•
It seems as if almost evecy
product has a manufacturer's
coupon stuck to it, which really
pays off when it is double
coupon day.
:
But not everyone has time to
scout out the neighborhood
grocery stores for a coupon, so
where else can you find them?
Steven Cramor, a junior
finance major from Dawson'
Springs, said he finds a lot of,
coupons in the mail.
'
Other popular places for finding coupons are in the Sunday
edition of newspapers or on
store bulletin boards.
•
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900numbers
found locally
By ROBIN CARTER
Staff Writer

If you haven't seen an advertisement for a 900 number lately, see your doctor -you're probably unconscious. But have
you ever thought about getting
your own 900 number? Keith
Whitman did.
No, he can't tell your future,
but he can tell you everything
you want to know about adventure games.
"We create adventure games
and publish adventure game
books," said Whitman, owner of
Whit Publications.:
Whitman's Adventure
Hotline provides information
about new adventure games to
enthusiasts.
Unfortunately, 900 numbers
do not come cheap. Whitman, a
former Murray State University student, paid $1,650 just to
get it started.
The equipment is so expensive that companies will buy it
and freelance their services to
individuals and organizations
who want a 900 number. Whitman uses a company out of
Denver.
"It's the closest one to Kentucky, just to give you an idea
of how few of them there are,"
he said.
"For the kind of line we will
have, information only, the
Denver company will charge us

01 Tl'.\h..I·S
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By KATHY EIDSON
Staff Writer
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DRUMMING 'UP FAN SUPPORT'
The Murray State University Racer Band performs during the Homecoming game
versus Austin Peay. The band will perform an exhibition during the 15th annual
Festival of Champions band contest tomorrow. The competition runs from 10:30
until 4:30 In Stewart Stadium.
I

Author published after 50 years
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Novella Duboise has waited
more than 50 years to make a
dream come true. At 81 years of
age, she bas published her first
book, titled Portaits from the
Hills.
A Calloway County native,
, Duboise always loved writing.
l' The·collection of stories in Por·
t traits was written in the 1940s
fol' pleasure.
Duboise was a teacher for 43
years in Alabama, Tennessee
and Kentucky. She would write
_ a story about people her classes
were studying and read it to her
class.
Her stories are "word paintings,'' Duboise said. "They're
ltbout early hill people in their

natural setting.''
In the story " Nothing Too
Good, ·• a family is faced with
the challenges of love and committment.
Charles' family gave him
everything he wanted to ensure
his happiness. He seems to
have the perfect wife and job
until he fails to get a promotion. This drives a wedge between him and his wife Carol,
and endangers his stability.
The story deals with the emotional trials of the family and
the couple.

"I have things to say and I
want to say them," Duboise
said of her stories.
She sees this publication as
an opportunity to share her

stories, not one to make a
fortune.
"They were written for fun,
not money," she said. "I wanted
something to do."
She does hope to continue
publishing books.
HI have more stories in the
process," she said.
Writing is an amusement
that Duboise wishes she had
spent more time on in the past.
~ ·r had too busy a life," she
said. "HI had started earlier, I
might have been a writer."
The pace of her life has finally
begun to slow after the death in
1987 of her husband of 53
years.
Portraits from the Hills is
available in the university book
store for $13.95.

In Captain Ron, which stars
Martin Short, Mary Kay Place
and Kurt Russell, Short plays a
strong-willed and spontaneous
father of two who decides to
leave his hectic Chicago
lifestyle to take his family on a
seafaring adventure.
Short inherits his uncle's
yacht, which is magnificent or so Short remembers. The
sailing ship was also once owned by the Clark Gable estate,
and even has the initials C.G.
and C.L, carved into a bed, for
Gable and Carol Lombard.
Of course the boat turns out
to be a terrible nightmare.
Ridiculous and corny? It gets
worse.
Short, his wife, played by
Place, and their two children
set off for a relaxing voyage in
the Caribbean to retrieve the
yacht and get it to a broker in
Florida.
The family expects a funfilled vacation, but what they
get is a voyage from hell.
Not only does the yacht
resemble a Chinese junk, but
the captain hired by Short and
played by Russell is a cross bet- ,
ween a Hell's Angel and a reggae singer.
Russell brings the only touch
of comedy to Captain Ron, but

t

.

•
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Entertainment ·~

10 cents a minute. AT&T will
charge an additional 45 cents a
minute. We get the left-overs."
Whitman will charge $1 per
minute for his information line.
Callers can interact with the
phone line.'
"We're estimating we will
make $5,000 to $10,000 a
month," Whitman said.
Kevin Terrell and Sam Lowe
will soon have their own 900
number also.
If you have bad credit or know
someone who does, these MSU
students can help you.
Terrell, a senior history major
from Cadiz, and Lowe, a senior
history major from Glasgow,
can provide callers who are considered high-credit risks with
information which can help
them get the credit they need.
"'We can get people credit if
they don't have any or if they
have trouble getting it," Terrell
explained.
He said callers can leave their
names and addresses and they
will be sent packets with information regarding what he calls
"credit repair."
"We're actually the mid·
dlemen for a credit company,"
Terrell said.
Operating . your own 900
number can be expensive, but
others on campus are doing it.
Maybe you can too.

'Captain Ron' sinks tO
lowest depths of oom009

,

"

REVIEW
even he doesn't do a very good
job of it.
The trip is supposed to bring
the family closer, but the two
children constantly show their
disappointment in their father
every time he makes a mistake,
and they grow very fond of
Russell.
This drives Short crazy literally - with jealousy.
He then tries continuously to
fire the captain and finally
manages to do so, but after
Russell saves their lives, how
could Short leave him behind?
The movie is packed with
misfortunes. The yacht is attacked by Caribbean pirates, a
band of revolutionary guerrillas "bargain" to hitch a ride
from Honduras to San Juan
and the ever-so-expected raging
storm hits and almost knocks
the crew overboard.
Instead of being the light·
hearted comedy I expected,
Captain Ron is a true farce. It
drags out until one wonders
whether or not the ship will
reach its destination in this
lifetime. For children, the
movie might be a hit, but
anyone with some maturity and
intelligence will probably find
it hideous.

Editor

Those poor;
poor TV
rich folk
In order to write this, I
must make a painful
confession. I watch Beverly
Hills, 90210.
Instead of offering help for
others with my affliction,
such as founding a "bad TV
watchers anonymous" club,
I'll take this space to offer up
a few problems with primetime television.
In a recent episode, the
major conflict was the fact
that the Walshes couldn't
afford to send both Brandon
and Brenda to expensive outof-state schools. Someone
being forced to attend a
California school? The
horror!
Their reason for this was
that the family was "too rich
for financial aid, but too poor
for it not to matter." Hello!
Too poor for fmancial aid
not to matter? This is
Beverly Hills, is it not?
Here's an idea, sell the
house. Sure, it would be rough
living somewhere other than
THE richest city in America,
but you can't make a child go
to a California school. That's
child abuse for God's sake.
The notion of being
incredibly wealthy but just
barely getting by doesn't. stop
with90210.
In a recent column in TV
Guide, Zsa Zsa GabOr said
that her favorite television
series is The Fresh Prince of
Bel-Air, not because it was
the only show on earth that
would let her make a guest
appearance, but because ' it
portrays
"an avera~
ordinary American midd~J
class family."
~1

""1

I guess Zsa Zsa's st~
behind bars did a little m~
th m damage her feminini~~
She seems to have lost quiW' (
few brain cells in th."eo
,.._,
process.
•
,~

Granted, as a whole, B-tl-!
Air is a step down frotr.1•
Beverly Hills, but when
average annual income of·
Americans is around $14,000,~
somebody in Hollywodd'
needa a clue.

the:

Also in a recent issue of
TV Guide was a correction of
a story that had earlier
reported that this was the laBt
season for Cheers.
According to the correction,
neither the producers nor the
cast would comment on the
future of the show, saying , a
decision had not yet been
reached.
Apparently no one thought
to interview Tim Berry, the
director of Cheers.
When I talked with him this
summer, he said that, because
of the show's rising costs (it is
the most expensive thirty
minutes on TV) and the cast's
desire to move on to other
projects, that this season
would be Cheers' last stand.
This is the final weekend
for the Playhouse in the Park
production of Cheaper by the
Dozen.
The comedy tells the story of
a teenage girl whose father is
one of the great pioneers of
industrial efficiency. Chaos
ensues when he decides to use
those same methods with his
family.
For tickets or more
information, contact the box
oftioe at 759-1752.
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SPORTS
Women's basketball
hOsts card sOOYI
~

First place

HOME, DUNKER!

KELLY MENSER

SEMO losses help Racers lead

Staff Writer

When is a piece of cardboard
worth hundreds of dollars?
W}len a picture of Pete Rose,
Michael Jordan or some other
sports superstar is on it.
The Lady Racer basketball
team hopes to tap into the
pOpularity of these collector's
items at its biannual Sports
Card Show from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday in Racer Arena.
Area dealers will display
their collections on 40 tables
across the gym floor. Vanessa
Gray, assistant coach for the
Lady Racers, said nearly every
type of athletic card will be on
exhibit, including from
baseball, basketball, football
and hockey. Also, Nascar cards
and supplies and comic books
will be featured.
•The card show serves as a
fund-raiser for the team in
several ways. All proceeds from
the $25 table fee and the $1 admission charge will benefit the
women's basketball program.
Also, raffie tickets for a chance
to win a Flair Ultra Series I or
Series TI baseball card set can
be bought for $1. The Series I
set is valued at about $80, and
the Series n is worth nearly
$60.
14
If we could reach $1,500 I
would really, really be happy,"
Gray said.
She said the funds will be used for such activities as
recruiting.
In addition to browsing at the
card show, spectators may J
register for a variety of door
prizes and compete in a pop-ashot contest.
Gray said she expects to see
even more than the 200 collectors and fans who "attended
each of last year's shows.
~ •'I'm hoping more college
students will come out,'' she
said.
"I think it's important that
t:tte (basketball) girls are out
t~ere doing it themselves," she
said. "It makes a big
dUrerence."
:The Lady Racers will have
o'her fund-raisers during the
ytar, but the card shows are the
bJggest, Gray said.
•"This will be probably the
biggest we've ever had," she
siid.
;

'

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Making only its second road
trip of the season, the Lady
Racer volleyball team cut a
wide swath through middle
Tennessee, wiping out opposition and taking a firm grip on
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
On Friday the team visited
Middle Tennessee State
University, and beat the Blue
Raiders three straight, 15-11,
15-10 and 15-10. The women
had even less mercy Saturl:lay,
beating Tennessee Tech
University 15-8, 15·7 and 15-11.
Coach Brenda Bowlin said
the two wins on the road were
reassuring, showing that Murray's success was not limited to
the home floor. Murray's last
road trip yielded a 1·2 result
against higher caliber opposi·
tion than Middle and Tech.
Unfortunately last week's
trip could prove costly to the
Racers. Amy Rhodes, a key attacker in the offense, broke her
wrist in warm-ups for Saturday's game. Bowlin said Rhodes
is probably out until the conference toUrnament.
But the loss of Rhodes, along
with Stacy Gerald's back
spasms in Saturday's contest,
gave Bowlin a chance to use her
bench.

·w,x3l

Mahoney su~ remairis
By JENNIFER DONIA
Reporter

Dunker was not t he only Racer t o be In the driv er's seat Satu rday. Playing In
front of a home c rowd of more t han 7,300, the football team p ut on a spectacle
many have not seen since t he U niversity o f Mi ssou r i-Ro lla v isited Stewart
Stadium. T he o ffense had 453 total yards, 250 yards through the air, and the
d efense held t h e Governors t o 32 yards In the second half. The 27·1 0 victory
was t he f irst Ohio Valley Confer ence win of the season for t he Racers who are
2· 3 · overall .

.

'

~su down, the rest of the ovc to go
~~~ .

Bj•JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

,~ big difference could be seen
afler the Racers' Homecoming
vit~~ry ~aturday, and it was
not JUSt m the score.
: Unlike the game against Middl~ Tennessee State University,
several of the Murray State
University players were given
game awards, which not only
reflected their performances
but the team's as well.
Overall the team that beat
A\lstin P~ay State University
Wp.s not the same unit that lost
by a combined score of 114-16
over the two previous weeks. A
bfg difference could be seen in
the offensive line.
, ~gainst MTSU the young line
bad 10 illegal procedure
penalties called against it.
Against APSU, that statistic
fell to one. Coach Mike
Mahoney said he was pleased
with the performance.
He said he also was pleased
with the execution of offensive

"It was very reassuring to
know that my bench could step
up," Bowlin said.
The two wins not only pushed
the women to 10-3 and 6-0 in
the conference, but gave them
sole possession of first place in
the OVC as Southeast Missouri
State University lost to both
Eastern Kentucky University
and MTSU.
Bowlin said the fact of
leading the OVO and possibly
winning the championships has
not hit her yet.
"There's so much of the
season ahead of us," she .s aid.
Part of that season includes
playing the Pacers of the
University of Tennessee·
Martin tonight in the North
Gym.
The Pacers are picked to
finish below the Racers in the
standings, but early-season "
games have proved UTM's
potential, as it pushed a for- ,
midable SEMO team to five
games before losing.
On Tuesday the Lady Racers '
travel to SEMO, and although
the Missourians lost their two ,
matches last weekend, Bowlin
said she expects a tough game
against a strong team in front •
of its home crowd.
:
"With them being new to the
conference, they have •
something to prove," she said.

plays. w_hile the Go~ernors
were lookmg for the optlon, the
Racers were able to take to the
air. This allowed Tremain
Lewis to rack up 236 passing
yards.
"It was a matter of execution," Mah~ney said of the excellent passmg performance.
And going against the
University of TennesseeMartin, Mahoney said he is not
afraid to go to the air again.
"Lewis is capable of being a
good quarterback," he said.
However, proving his ability
could be difficult against a '
team currently ranked ninth in
Division 1-AA in pass defense.
Mahoney said, though, that
that should not stop Murray's
potent rushing offense, which is
ranked 14th in 1:AA.
"What you want to lead in is
scoring defense and rushing
defense," he said.
Unfortunately, Murray's
defense isn't to be found ranked
high in either category. That

~ould p~ove to be a problem gomg agamst a spread-out offense
and a quarterback who can
scramble.
.M.artin runs an offense
stm1lar to a run-and-shoot, except the Pacers utilize a tight
end. Such a set-up ~uld be
dangerous, Mahoney sa1d.
The Pacers also pass a lot.
Rickey Armstrong is currently
t·anked fourth in the Ohio
Valley Conference in completion percentage and third in
passing yards per game and
total yards per game. UTM also
has the conference's third ranked receiver. in Charles Malone.
To s~op the Pacer passing attack, Mahoney said his defense
is going to have to pressure
Armstrong seriously.
"Quarterbacks do not throw
well with guys in their faces,"
Mahoney said.
Unfortunately, the Racers
suffered a setback in their pass
rushing game when Joe Lepsis,
a six-foot-five lineman, suffered

a knee injul'y in the Austin
Peay game. He could be lost for
the season.
E
thou h Murra 's
defe:':: has be~n 8 soft. s:ot,
. ·n u the bi
la s and
f,v~~ g pd wn fts~n~ of the
fi~1d ~~ c~e t~nlife Saturday,
h
th Go nors to 32
t ~ 1ng t e ds ":er the second
ho ~ ne yar m

tdi

a ·
. Whil: the Racer~ looked good
m the1r 27-10 wm, Mahoney
. s~id the real test will b~ in win·
nmg on the road. ~ ~m _could
keep MSU from fintshmg m the
OVC cellar.
Currently, the Racers are tied
with Southeast Missouri State
University for sixth place.
Mahoney said he likes the fact
that the people can not easily
find Murray at the bottom.
Realistically, he said the
Racers could look to finish third
in the conference, but Martin is
what Murray needs to focus on
first.

It's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the
game...
Or is it?
11
!fheee days many are quiclc to condemn ;the Mtll'l'IW 9Ca~
University football coaching staff, but does the problem really lie there?
MSU athletic director Mike Strickland said one must look
at the situation and the quality of the people in charge.
"You stick with (coaches) as long as you can until it
becomes obvious change needs to be made," Strickland said.
President Ronald J. Kurth said he wilJ listen to the campus
community's suggestions on Racer football.
I
"There is no action (on Mahoney's contract) at the moment,
but certainly the performance of all our coaches is under
observation," Kurth said.
Kurth said athletics is doing its job if it makes a "positive
contribution" to the student-athlete.
"There are a number of factors that lead to not being successful, and all the blame can't be laid on the coaches'
shoulders," said Norm Mims, a junior offensive tackle from
Corbin.
Mims said he doesn't believe the team needs coaching
changes. Good or bad, one must love the game and want to
play, he said.
"I think the players have the ability to play better than
they have shown," head coach Mike Mahoney said.
Marcus Perry, a senior co-captain from Dyersburg, Tenn.,'
said he does not think the team needs coaching changes
either.
"We're down right now, but a win could change
everything," Perry said.
Other schools, such as the University of South Carolina,
with unsuccessful football teams, are losing the support of
sponsors. Murray State sponsors, though, are keeping their
morale up.
The Bank of Murray has been a football booster for many
years. Win or lose, the bank will continue to support the team
' "wholeheartedly," said Tom Rushing, vice president of
lending.
"Those kids are playing hard and it's a shame the fortunes
are falling as they are," he said.
WBLN, the local radio station that broadcasts MSU's
games, is also a booster.
The team's unsuccessful past few seasons are not a problem
for the station, sports director Neil Bradley said.
"They are not as competitive as we would like them to be,
but we support any decisions that are made," he said.
Though other aspects play a part in it, the firing of coaches
can stem from fan pressures, Strickland said.
Mahoney said fan pressures most definitely play a role in
firing coaches.
I

Injury Report

Rille team travels

As the Racers travel to the University of Tennessee-Martin Saturday, they
will have to perfrom without some key
players.
Joe Lepsis, backup defensive end,
isoutwithakneeinjury. He could be out
for the season. He joinsJimmy Stratton, starting inside linebacker, who is
out for the season with a shoulder in·
jury, and Beau Brown, who is recovering from June knee surgery.
Chris Dill, kicker, Is out with nerve
problems.

The Murray State University rifle team
travels to Jacksonville State University
Saturday. The sholder-to-shoulder
match features two of the top 15 teams
in the nation.
For the Racers, they will be performing without Beth Herzman, who wil be
In Chino, Ca. competing for the United
States Shooting Championships.
The match will be the second of the
year for the rifle team. Murray's gold
and blue squad defeated UT-Martin
earlier this season.
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RACER REPORT

~ The Juco factor

Junior College athletes have become a commodityto many four-year universities. Maturity,
academics and collegiate experience are some
of the main reasons the bigger schools recruit
these athletes.
Recruiting junior college students takes a
special talent, though. Unlike High schools
seniors, these students have been through the
recruiting process before and know what they
are looking for in a university prograr~
Story on Page 13

Racer of the Week
For the second week In a row, Chris
Barrigar has been named Racer of the
Week by The Murray State News.
Barrigar, Murray State University's
number one cross-sountry runner, sped
through the course at the Sewanee
Invitational Saturday, breaking the
course record with a 25:08 and finishing more than a minute ahead of the
field.
The mark also earned Barrigar Ohio
Vallt: y co, •terence Runner of the Week
as he led the team to a third place finish.

Chrta'Wirrlgar

~
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Racers play well in tennis tourney
Murray State University tennis players Martin Jansson
and Jan Fred.rikkson both advanced to the quarterfinals at
the Southern Collegiate Tennis Championships held in
Athens, Georgia last weekend.
. Jansson won three A division singles matches, but went
under 0-6, 5-7, to Alabama's Rick Witaken, while Fredrikkson lost (2-6, 0-6) to Darryl Wyatt of North Carolina in his
quarterfinal clash.

· Coach named to board of directors
Kelley Breazeale, Murray State Lady Racers basketball
coach, has been named to the 1992-93 East Texas State
University Athletic Association Board of Directors.
The association, which is opened to all ETSU letterwin·
ners, assists the university in several athletic endeavors, including many fundraising ventures.

Green to chair NCAA committee
Murray State University coach Elvis Green has been
' selected to chair the NCAA men's and women's rifle committee for the 1992-93 athletic year.
"This is a tremendous opportunity for Elvis and our university," said Mike Strikland, MSU athletic director.
This is Green's second term on the committee, which administers rifle as an intercollegiate sport.

AROUND THE OVC

.

Gibbs cops OVC defensive award
Kevin Gibbs, a senior defensive end from Washington
Court House, Ohio, has been named OVC Defensive Player of
the Week.
Gibbs, had a game high 10 tackles, including six primary,
and one fumble recovery. He spearheaded the Racers to a
27-10 win against Austin Peay.

Middle shocks division 1-A rival
Middle Tennessee State University football team recorded
their first victory against a division 1-A in recent years when
they defeated Northern lllinois 21-13 Saturday.
Earlier this season, the Blue Raiders lost to another division 1-A opponent, the University of Nebraska, 48-7.

Juco transfers
MSU teams benefit from students who get their start at JCs
By REV CRAIG
Reporter

Through dedication and
teamwork, athletes bring
regional and national attention
to Murray State University.
One special breed of athlete,
the junior college transfer student, contributes consistently
to Murray State's success and is
recruited regularly by the
athletic department.
MSU athletic director Mike
Strickland said in the total
sports program there are probably no more than 15 percent
of junior college transfer
students.
The majority of athletes from
junior college, known as juco
athletes, are recruited for football, baseball and basketball.
Most jucos are recruited from
Missouri, Mississippi, Texas
and lllinois.
Juco athletes first attend
junior colleges for a variety of
reasons.
"If (high school students) do
not meet certain ACT scores or
have a certain GPA in a core
curriculum-basics like math,
science, or English, then they
are classified and must go to
and graduate from a junior college," Strickland said.
Kristi Snell, a senior exercise
major from House Springs, Mo.,
had three reasons for enrolling
in Jefferson Junior College at
Hillsboro, Mo.
" I went there because I could
play more my first two years,"
Snell said. "I could also get my
general education re quirements out of the way, and
be closer to home."
Bob Kelly, director of
~keting and public information at Rend Lake College in Illinois, said some athletes attendjunior college because they

NAliQNAL
COMING
OUT DAY!
Oct. 11

recruit your needs," head men's
basketball coach Scott Edgars
said. "When I came here in
''Sometimes you
August 1991, I knew that, first I
need experience
needed players, and second I
had
to find a replacement for
In a particular
Popeye Jones. You could count
spot. Juco
on only one hand the number of
players eligible to sign."
athletes know how
Coaches use many criteria to
college athletics
evaluate juco athletes.
"I look for starters who have
work.' '
the
physical, mental , and
-Kelly Breazeale
leadership abilities which can
contribute to the team right
away," said Brenda Bowlin,
want or need to learn another head coach of women's
position.
volleyball.
"In both juco and high school
To transfer to a Division I institution, a junior college athletes, you look for speed,
ath lete often must meet strength and how they block
academic requirements set by and tackle," Mahoney said.
NCAA. Requirements include "But in juco athletes you don't
obtaining an associate degree look for physical growth potenand 48-72 hours of transferable tial as much as in the high
credit with a 2.0 GPA. An addi· school players."
tional requirement may include
"Specific juco attributes I
residency in the halls.
look for are maturity level,
Most coaches recruiting juco academics, leadership qualities
athletes have specific positions and a personality compatible
that need to be filled.
with the other team members,"
"Our philosophy is to only Breazeale said. " I want basketrecruit a juco athlete where we ball players who can create
have a need or position to fill," shots on offense and steals on
head football coach
Mike defense."
Mahoney said. " However, they
Are juco athletes easier to
are more difficult to recruit coach?
Edgar said it depends on the
because they have been
through the recruiting process personality and previous trainbefore."
ing of the individual.
Mahoney's sentiments were
Mahoney said juco athletes
are less likely to go home I
echoed by other coaches.
"Sometimes you need ex- because of homesickness.
perience in a particular spot,"
"They experience the same
said Kelly Breazeale, head type of pressures they exwomen's basketball coach. perienced when makinf ~
"Juco athletes know how col- transition from high achUl~o
lege athletics work. Recruiting college," he said.
these athletes requires a difJunior colleges ~elp
ferent type of recruiting since athletes who wish ~
they have already been through transition to a larger school.
the recruiting game."
"At Rend Lake our coaches
"First of all you need to try to get all of our players plac-

I

Vo ice,
student
For more
c ontact

762-3016
or University Station
• Box 2454

ed at one level or another," KQl-~
ly said. "For some players this,
may mean a small college whi,le:
for others a larger school would
be better. Coaches may try to,
improve the skills of a person.
who is Division I material." •
Juco students who transfer
notice d ifferences a n c;t.•
similarities between their old t
, •
and new schools.
Laura Newcomb, a junior e.,.:
ercise science major from
Neelyville, Mo., transferred·
from Three Rivers Community
College in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Newcomb now plays point
guard for the basketball Lady
Racers.
11
Both Murray State and my
junior college are proud of their
athletic programs," Newcomb
•
said.
Alex Wilson, a senior special
education major from Hollandale, Miss., said football is
harder in a Division I school
because you attend more
meetings and practice on a
more difficult level.
Lora Mote, a senior printing
management major from Columbus, Ind. , said women in
Division I basketball tournaments are bigger than
women in junior colleges.
Student athletes from junior
colleges may be a minority but
they contribute experience and
maturity to Division I teams.
"Our juco players are ex·
cellent athletes as well as
students (the average GPA for
the Lady Racers is 3.1) and are
a credit to Murray State,"
Strickland said.
The emphasis by junior col·
leges and Murray State appear
to be the same in some aspects.
1 "They both emphasize going
to class and being competitive
against other teams," Wilson
said.

LA Optical
Value at the point of sale and after

•
--·--·--·----·-··$25 off

Complete pair of glasses
or contact lens fitting

Storey's Sport Stop

Good through Dec. 1992
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SCOREBOARD
R-.. of &IUdly
Co. . . . TN..

Vol/evba/1

,.... at, Frldtry

night'~ (1tii"M.

MurfrHibcxo.

IISU
MTSU

11
15

10
15

10
15

lndlyldyal Lgdtra
KILLS • Murray Stale (44) Mellsl
Webster 15, Renee Bally 11, Sarah
O.wor1h 8, Sarah BoiMd 8. Stacy
GeraJda 2, DeniM Conely 1, Belinda
Rubio 1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (37),
Denlee Connely 35, Stacy Genlkla

2.
DIGS • Murray State (57), R_..ee
Bally 18, Mallia WetMster 11, Belnda
Rubio 8, DeniM Donnelly 7, Sarah
Otarworth 7, Stacy Gerald• 3,
Tt1m111y Elder 3.

MSU
Tenn. Tech

nlf1rl'•,.,.,. tr

15

11

8

7

CROSS COUNTRY

11
11

llen'l TNm Placing•
lncUvldu•l Ltldtra
KIUS • Mwray S1ale (44), Renee
Blley 12, Mellea Webtaer 10, s.ah
O..Mdl D, Sinh 8ollnd 8, Denlet
Donnelly 3, Beth Ba.lr 2, Bonnie
Bagnowald 2.
ASSISTS • Murray State (40),
Denise Donnelly 33, 8erllh
o..worth 4, Bonle ~ 2
s..h Bolancl1.
DIGS • Murray Stale (58) Rente
Blllley 13,
Belinda Au~*) 12, Slnlh O..WOith
9, Melaa Webater 8, Beth Blair 5,
Slnlh Boland 4, Tanmy Brod 4,
DeniM Donnelly 4.

.....

In the 8000m .

82

1.
2. Tenn.TICh
3. MSU
4. APSU

83

111

,.
127

138
142

5. Sewlnll
8. M.T.S.U.
7. Trk*Y
8.
9. Nortlt Alablml
10. Alllllml A&ll
11. U.T.M.
12. T.S.U.

AIIIIMII.__..

180

188

283
293
318
348

13. Rust
14. A*

387

Individual MSU

Men flnlahel'8
25:08
27:04
28:54
28!03

Pho10 by RON ""'"'""'·"""'

David Redmond did

not need any help to know that the Racers had put away APSU.

OVC Standings
EKU
MTSU
UTM

W

L

2
2
1

0
0
1

Tenn.Tech

1

1

APSU
IISU

1

1

1

2

1

2

0
0

1
1

SEMO
TSU

Monlhead st

EKU
MTSU
UTM
Tenn.Tech
APSU

W

L

4

0

3
2

1
2

2

2

2

3

IISU

2

3

SEMO
TSU

1
0

3
4

0

4

~d

Sl

Auatln Peay

10

Murray State

27

APSU
MSU

10

0
14

o

lodly!dual Ltadera
0 0
7 6

RUSHING· Murray State, Mosby 51 ,
Lewia 43, Patton 33, Bland 31, Peny

16, Ect.vatds 14, McGowan 9, FISher 1,
MSU • Redmond , 46. pass from
Lewis (Lombard kick).
MSU - Bland, 12, run (Lombard
kick).
APSU - Hickey, 1, run (Munnell
kick).
APSU - t..\lnnell, 33, field goal.
MSU • Perry, 16, run (Lombard
kick).
MSU - Camp lewis, 6. run
(Lombard kick).

Standlnga

Overall

Comp.IAttllnt. ...... 7/1511 411110
Total Offense.....•.......•453
263
3120
Penalties/ Yarda ...... ... 5140
PuniSI Yards............ 1/6 2140

Football

MSU APSU
Firat Downs.................. 18
13

Rushes/ Yards ........ 50/203 581234
Passing..................... 250
~

Sepp1 .

.

Austin Peay, Carter 58, Hickey 57,
Smith 54, Spioer 42, Wiliams 20,
Stooksbury 17, Hillman 17, Cole D.
PASSING· Murray State, Lewis 12-61, 236, 1TD, 751ong, aac1<a 1-12,
Mosby, 3-1-0, 14, OTO, 141ong, &acfls

2-11 .
Austin Peay - Stooksbury 5-2-0, 15,
OTD, 11 long, sacks 0, Williams, 6-2-0,
14, OTO, 12 long, sacks 4-41.
RECEIVING • Mumiy State, Redmond
117, Smith 75, McGowan 58.
PUNTING • Murray State, Colby
51198, Avg. 39.6, long 53.
Austin Peay, Hogan 61225, Avg. 37.5.

MEN'S TENNIS

Jan Fredckklon (MSU) beat Bua

Re1ula of the 26th Southern
CoiJe(llal
c~
at At/tf~M, G\.

Third Bpynd

30:08

'. .

WUd (Ciel'niOfl) 8-1 , 8-0.

r.,nln,

Firat Rpynd
Martin Janaaon (MSU) beat Chip
St18m1 (VANDV) 2-6, 8-3,6-1 .
Pontua Hlort (MSU) loat to Sean
9telnow (NC) 8-0, 3-6, 7·5.
Jan Fredrlclckaon (MSU) beat Chrla
Henry (liT) 5-7,6-4,6-1.
Jimmie Broolca (MSU) 1081 to Roger
t.Mia (USA) 4-6, 3-6.
Mike Halt (MSU) lolt to Mlka Baker
(Ciemlon) 8-7,0-6.

Scott Yarbrough (MSU) 1081 to Stuawt
HI (Samford) 4-6, 7-6, 6-4.
StCQDd Bpund
Mat1ln JanMon (MSU) belt Van van
Ungen (Ole Miss) 7-6, 6-2.

Martin Januon (MSU) beat Craig
Bukln (Georgia) 8-3, 8-3.
Jan

Frtdlkkaon

beat

Mlkkel

Jakcbeen (C&n1Jbel) 6-2, 8-3.
Epyrtb Bpynd
M1111n Janaaon (MSU) loet to Rick

Wltlk8n (UA) 7-5,8-0.

.._, Freclkkaon (MSU) lolt to Darryl
Wyatt (NC) 6-2, 6-0.

Women••
TNm Placlnge
In the 5000m.

1.Tecll

57

2. APSU
UISll
4.SIIwQI

82
74

5. AiamaA&M

8. Alllltma HUflll\'ll
7. Trinity
II. U.T.M.
9. M.T.S.U.

10. U. N. All'*"'
Firat Bpynd
Janason·Varbrough (MSU) 1081 to
KJratan- Snyrnan (UAB) 8-3, 3-6, 6-4.
Brooka- Hall (MSU) loat to
~11 (USA) 6-3, 7·5.
Hlort·Fredrlkkaon (MSU) lolt to
Erontera·Reevea (USC) 6-1,7-6.

100
124
180

178
182
189
204

Individual MSU
Womtn'a flnlehere

4. . . . . . . Powell
8. Melodly Helgerlon
8. Morice Kooenwt

20:14
20:34
20:50

• 18. Jo.-1nl Hendrlokl
47. I<Jrn s..tey

21:54

24:20

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Congratulations Bethany HallI
You make a beautiful Outenl

Alpha Omlcton PI pledges You're doing an awesome job!

Love, The TownhouMI

Keepupthegoodworkl Study
hanlll Love, the actives

Oct. 11 .. Nallonal Comng Out

Qavl LeeblanaendQap ~.del

The ........ ~ Alpha Omicron
PI would like to thank the broth-

era of Sigma Phi Epallon for an
awesome Hawaiian mixer.
Once again, we had a bl88tl

Slg Epe, We had a great time
bulking MSU'I tlrst fNer all-

recyclable Homecoming float.
Too bed It coUdn'l make It to
the parade! The sisters ol
Alpha Delta Pl.
DYKE Pride- Oct. 11, Nallonal
Coming Out o.y.
To the liltetl~ Alpha Delta PI

• Hope you had a gcaet weekend on your 25th amlverlaryl
Love, the ...... ~ Alpha
Omicron PI
A1tema11ve Voice, R-.d The
Bft)I&.Romana I, Verse 24-32.

1be

A11ema11ve Voice, MSU's Le~
blan and Gay/Bisexual Student
Organlzallon Is meeting
weekly. For more Information
call 762-3016, or write Box
2454 University Station, Murr&l:f.
Congratula!lons Kathy Tlbbots
and Kathl Henderson tor makIng the MSU Equestrian team!
LcNe, your sisters In Alpha

Delta Pl.
To Mlcheel Oevtd Wilson, In
seven weeks. what's yours Is

mineand wbars mine Is yours,
Jncluclng your money and rrrt
anlmala. Love, Amy
Happv 211t Birthday D. I hope

you have a gnNd day. You wiR
have a great weekend, eo Pf&'
pareyourself fora heavy workout! Love, DMW

HELPWANTE~
Attentlonll Earn $25001 Students, Greeks, Cl\j)s Eam Ftee
Spring Break I lip After SeiUng
Only 8 Tttpe At Your School!
Spr1ng8reak 1-8()()..678-6388.
• EARN EXTRA INCOME *

Earn $200-500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For fntorrnatlon send a stamp addressed
envelope to: ATW Travel, Inc.
P.O. Box 430780, South MI-

ami, FL 33143.
,__
semble product.e at home.
Easyl No selling. You're paid
clrect.
Fully Guaranteed.
FREE lnformatlon-24 Hour
Hottlne. 801 -379-2900. Cow
right II KY13KDH

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCEU
lndlvlduell and Student Organlzallona warmdtoprornote
SPRING BREAK, call the nation's leader. Inter-campus
Programs 1·800-327-6013.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
o.llne- Wedlaclaylt noon
Place )QI' das8118ds In room 111 of Wilson Hall orsend them m
Murray Statll University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
, . . . , _ , /leq#illd

Sprtng Breakpackagel. Eam

GREEI< S & CLUBS

MONEY and FREE lrtpa.
Organize Small or Large
groups. Call Campus Mam.tlng. 800-423-5264

AAIS!ACOOL

WANTED - 100 People to
LOSE WEIGHT Nowl 100%
Natural! No WIU Power Re~redi100%Guaranteel Call

502-554-8730.

$200 • $500 WEEKLY

Murray State News

SnJDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS. Promota our F1ortda

HELP WANTED

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - tlehertel.
Eam$800+/weeklncanneMt
or $4.000+/ monlh on fishing
boats. Free tranaportatlonl
Room & Boantl Over 8,000
openings. No experience nec-

essary. Mile or Female. Gel

a start on nelCt IUIJVI'Mtrt For
~11'18111 program cal 1206-~156 exL A5538

I want help with saving the
planet. AI you need to do In
order to help me Is RECYCLE!

'Irlhlce~ce JOO!ilk<e CGrr<&&1
IHI<&&~ll~m<&~ lF<JDir lY®Wlr
lEI&llll®V<&<&m ~aill<&~R

11000
IN JUIT ONI WEEKI

PLVS $1000 FOR 11IE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No oblipdco. No COlt.
Yanlllo Jill FllEE
IIEADPIIONIItADIO
;a.bca~Hat

1-eoo.fll-Om, Eld. 65

FOR SALE
&MHZ. 40MEG.
HaRt Drtve Monochrome Monitor· $500. Portable computer
Computer,

table - $50. 435-4567
Uaed fumltunt, Iampi, bookl,

dishes, antlquea, Avon products. and much morel Jane'•
Attic, Court Square, 753-0852.

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 1S. per word
Without MSU 10: ~per word

Every word ov.IWIIIty words

With MSU.ID: 10. per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

FORREHT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
t.ISC.

NOTICE

df£.~£.'t

\lY®Diill.cdlm~tk

CO&llll The Murray State News "lr<D>cdl&:J
~<dl J1<&tk 111~ htk 'Irllu<& Acdlwauntk&S<&
m &~w<&Ir1lft~ftms riJr<D> W<e;r1k !F<JDrr
l!®wR

dlall

would lJke to thank
the followtng for their
donations and

support during

dfonuaomin.9

92 :

Bradley House For
Brides/West Kentucky
Umouslne Service
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
-Gao Inc.

I • .1ae1 ~ UCifJO . . .NINU AMHaii:A J • !lllltKI• • f!lltln'

J . MUC::a.to. L'M 'niiMY

Parker Ford - Uncoln
- Mercwy Inc.
~.. :J.'· . ~ J~ <]oounJ<w-

Domlno's Pizza
Clark Hall
!1:>-, fP'4o~
Rodney Cc:Mngton
Drill Team - Terri
Gillespie
Linda Harper
Monique Reed
Angela Peyton
'

Playiq Oet. 14,
3:30, '1, 9:30 P·•·

with
statlellt ID

,. Murray Statt.. 1'iCWS
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Decision suggests
records should be o~n·:

MEALS
Continued from Page 1

Students who received the
free $25 gift from Food
Services by purchasing the
Any-5 program can not use
the
free
money
at
McDonalds. A new balance
must be established in this
case.
Students who have board
plans with a declining
balance may also use their
Racer card at McDonald's.
McDonalds is paying for all
the cost, $3,500, to join Racer
food services.
"Purchasing card readers,
phone lines and a phone
charge is all part of the start
up cost," Benriter said.
"Training the McDonald's
employees to use the cardreader system is very
minimal," Benriter said.
He stresses the fact that
McDonald's is only a test.
"We are hoping that it will
be a win-win situation for
Mur r ay
State
and
McDonald's," he said.
"If we find out, even after a
month, that this program has
e r oded our other cash
operations - Fa s t Track,
Winslow - we will stop the
program," Benriter said.
"However, it will not f!ffect
our biggest cash operation,
the T'Room which is closed
by the time McDonald's
times are open."
"If the program doesn't
work to all our expectations,
we will be able to bid it out in
January," Benriter said.

By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor in Chief

A recent decision issued by
the Kentucky attorney
general's office suggests that
the Murray State University
Board of Regents may have
violated the Open Meetings
Act during a March 17
regents meet ing.
At that meeting the board
met in closed session to
discuss "personnel matters
and matter s that involve
litigation," according to the
meeting's minutes.

The
Paduca h
Sun,
represented at the meeting,
appealed the board's refusal
to give it records pertaining
to the board's discussion of
personnel matters.
The state's response,
signed by Assistant Attorney
General Amye B. Ml\iors,
s t a tes t h a t , "The board
violated the Open Meetings
Act, to t h e extent that its

closed discussions focused on
classes of, as opposed to
specific,
individuals.
However, only those records
which reflect discussions of
classes of individuals,
assuming such records exist,
are subject to inspections."
The decision, issued Sept.
28, appears to say that the
board may have violated the
law, Ed Lynch, a spokesman
for the attorney general,
said.
"That's the way that I read
it,'' Lynch said concerning
whether the board was in
violation of the Open
Meetings Law.
The Open Meetings Law
permits
closed-session
discussion of personnel
matters that involve specific
individuals, not classes of
individuals, according to the
decision.
Regents Chairman James
0. Butts said he has not yet
studied
the
attorney
general's decision.

· ''We never intended t~
violate any laws," he said:
"We try to do everythipg
honest and above the board:
We were trying to protect
individual employees."
•:;
Whether or not, accordihJe
to the decision, .the boa):'d;
violated the law, is still a;
matter of interpretation;·
however the paper would still
like to work the situation out1
with the University, Jim;
Paxton, Sun editor, said.
"Someone from the paper
will try to sit down and work
it out with them. I would hope
this will be the end of it,"
Paxton said. "I just think we
were entitled to hear that
discussion. The board saw it
otherwise."
The newspaper is not
pursuing this matter ~
simply
harass
the.
University, Paxton said.
"I think we're fightin~
more over principle," be
said. "I don't think there's
any great scandal 1urking
there (in the minutes)."

scholarship football, and the
rest playing non-scholarship.
"When we get to the
January meeting, if these
possibilities come to failure,
we start looking at other
options.

I think we have to be
careful that when we're
under pressure we don't
hammer something that's
been a part of this university
for several years," Kurth
said.

Photo by RON RUGGLES

JUST CLOWNING AROUND

BUDGET
· Continued from Page 1

This clown was just one of the many ent ertainers in last
w eek' s Homec oming c eleb ration. Fo r additi onal
photog raphs of the event, see page 3.

To the Brothers of
"lpha Gamma Rho
"We appreciate all of
YCJIIr harcl work
on the float!
~
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llwe,
the Slllen ef
Altha Sigma Alpha

can go to a two-league system
of playing football with one
league of six teams playing

Congratulations·.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

!1\f,nee .9Lm6erg

Dellclous mckory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

~ --:
~.J ~

·~· Friday&: Saturday
~.o·
Night Buffet

,·~

for Dlaking the
MSU Racergirls

BBQ Ribs, Fish ,Chicken,
a: Country Ham

~~

Dance tea111!

~l~

..

L ove,
:Your S isters of
.......,_. f4lp fia Omicron Pi.

'lbe place ain't fancy, but it sure is good foodt

806 Chesnut

753-0045

MANUFACTURERS'
"CENTS OFF"
UP10

50

----------------------------···

e

(SEE STORE FOR DETAILSJ
ITEMS AND PRICU IN THIS AD U'FECTIVE
OCT. fTH THRU OC'I: IJTK. 1991.

Murrav_ KY

OUANTITY aiGHl'S i[s{WED. NONE SOLD 10
D£ALUS. COPYAICHT 199Z. TH£ k ROCEI CCl

I Ply, 112 0.. 79 Sq. F\.
White or Decorator

scor

v
USDA Crain Fed Beef
-BONE« FSS-

ENGLJSH
ROAST

$

58

5
-.,,_
2 •
CARROl'S ...... IN.:
1101.£ F
..... Mil ......JIN.: ')99
SALAD
U.S. Na I ......... lD.I.OW

ONIONS ........ IN.:

Yl 'X.. I 'X., 2'X.. Skim.
Low-Fat or MJ Plus

KROGER MILK

$

89

I

Meaty Family Pak

~

·FRYER LEG
QUARTERS
-SL&SM;-

WEST VIRGINIA

s•.-......_.

HALF
HAMS
pound

$

..

69

Meaty 3Y, Size Down

~ ~~e

12 PM:K .,. •. ••,, •••• I~ oz.

KROGER

MICROWAVE
POPCORN

BLUE BONNET MARGARINE

VA 88e

$1,89

RUFFLES POrATO CHIPS

UCIIL IIep

Ourters

Uftll

Assorted \WietJes

~

-~~
SJAHUCED
~N

-~ror06et

FRESH
BROCCOU

~~"fl..

I '

PEPSI COLA

CAUFORNIA Creen

lb.

-::t

CA1Jf'OIINIA s..-

'399
r.n..,__ .....

DEUOOUS VALENOA FRESH
APPLES
ORANGES
CARROl'S
- 1 &.& MG_. &.& MG- J &.& MG-

~ 99
KROGER Processed

NICE 'N CHEESY

~ $299

$

lOUIS RICH

. PORK
SPARERIBS TURKEY
FRANKS
Hh packa•

-

BUY I

CiET

I
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~ou k'now, itl S'o ridlculour. If I don't call my
parent) every ~vnday at exact~ 5 o'clock,
they thihk I was kidnapped by a/ienr, or

~omething. Anyway, one

•

Sunday ma and

Mark we decide +o -take-off and checkouf
+he ci~. )o we're hat1g1~3 out and !look a+
~watch. 5 o'cloc/(. Alr~~t., }o rny callihg
card ahd I heacl dow" +o. +he local pool hall.
(Which I happen to know haJ apayphone)
Ancl I te II +he folks the Martianr Set\d
-+heir ·be ft.''

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state- to- state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your card,

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
be free:• And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
~.., Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

1b get an XOO: Calling Card for off-campus calling, calll800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
.,...____,..,. ____ ...._,._
tr_. . . . ___. ._cal..-•--6t'i'Jil1a.....
O"" • • • ......ltiC"''ffiool _

.. _ _ _

.. _

...... _ _

llA11!fL.D.~--·D-ol

...

ll_"' _ _

ATs.T

